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On 5 JuIy 1976 Mr I'lursch, Irlr AISers, Mr Delmotte, lfr Frtlh, !!r Gerlach,
!!r Giraud, l,tr van der Gun, !4r Hamilton, Mr HHrzschel, Mr Klepach, !{r lbDonald,
Mr Knud Nielsen, l,[r Noi, !4r Nyborg, Ivlr Schwbrer, !!r Seefeld and t[r Vandewiele
tablcd a motion for a resolution on an action against the Council of the
EuroPean Ccmununities because of the latter's failure to act in respect of
meaaures in lhe field of the conmon tranaport policy (De. 202/76).
On 5 ,fuly 1976 the motion for a resolution was referred to the Cffunittee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as the cqnmittee
responsible and to the Po1itical Affairs Conunittee and the Lega1 Affairs
Cmunittee for their opinions.
the tegral Affairs Cqnrnittee delivered its opinion on 20,fanuary L977.
The Corunittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and ltansport and the
Political Affairs Committee decided to consider the motion for a resolution
in a wider cortext.
By letter of 26 April 1977 the Bureau of the European Parliament
authorized the Cqnrnittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
to draw up a report on the present state and progress of the cqnmon transport
policy.
At its meeting ot 26 lilay L977 the committee appointed !!r Horst Seefeld
rapporteur.
On 24 Noveilber L977 Lhe Commission of the European Ccrnmunities forwarded
to the Council a deument entitled 'Priority business for a Council working
programme to 1980' (COM (77) 596 final, 24 Novernber 1977), which was also
forwarded to the European Parliament for its information. ltris working
programme refers to the 1973 'Communj.cation from the Conunission to the Council
concerning the development of the cqnmon transport policy' (Bu1tetin of the
European Communities, Supplemenl L6/73) and to the resolution adopted by
Parliament on the basis of !,lr Irlursch's report (Doc. 2L5/74) (Gf Uo. C L27,
18.10. L974, P. 24). Although no consultation was envigaged, the follonring
report states its view on the working programme.
lltte Cqnrnittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport con-
sidered the report at its meetings of 22 September, 26 Octcber and
28 November L9'18.
At the meeting of 28 November 1978 the motion for a resolution and
explanatory statement were adopted unanimously with two abstentions.
Present: Lord Bruce of Donington, chairman; !,lr Nyborg, vice-chairrnani
l,tr Seefel d, rapporteur; lilr Albers, I{r Delmotte, lilr Fuchs, I'1r Haase,
Mr Hoffmann, I'trE Kellett-Bor{rnan, tlr Oslcorn and l,tr Schyns.
The opinion of the Legal Affaire Cqnmittee is attached.
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AThe Committee on Regional PoIicy, Regional Planning and Transport
hercby submits to the European Parliament the follow:ng motion for a
rceolution, together with explanatory statement:
},IOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the preeent state and progress of the common transPort policy
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the communication from the Commission to the Council
on the der.,elopmcnt of the common transport policy,l
- having regard to the communication from the Comr,rission to the Council
on priority business for a Council working progralnme to 19802,
- 
having r:egard to the report of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Plannir.:g and Transport and to the opinion of the Legal Affair_s Cormnittee(Doc. 512/78) ,
- 
whereas it wishes to maintain the degree of integration so far achieved
within the Community and to make further progress towards economic and
monetary union,
- whcreas it is an indisputable fact that the present position and further
developnerrt of the Community will be placed in jeopardy without a common
transport policy,
- uhereas it realizee that as a result of the lacl< of a common transport
policy economic decisions even nou, constantly Iead to misplacements of
capital and Labour, i11-judged regional distribution of economic activities
and structu-ral distortions in Europe's economy, sinee although tariff
barriers have been removed distorted transport costs have come to play a
role in i-nternational trade similar to that formerly played by customs
duties,
- whereas it- recognizes that it will become increasingly important in the
next few years for the Community to be capable of taking action on transport
policy matters vis-i-vis third countries,
- whereas it reeognizes the need to restore the confidence of the public and
of interested economic circlee in the achievement of a common transport,
policy, this confidence having been badly shaken by developments in the
years since the foundation of the Community. .
1. Calls for the inmediate introduction of a coherent common transport
policy having regard to the groundwork completed by the Commission and
Parliament over the period 1973 
- 
1978 and to the individual measures
so far adopted by the Council;
De.226/73
COIII (7-l) 596 final, 24 November 1977
E PE s4.492/fLn.
2. wcLcomes the fact that the commission has followed up its 1973
communication on the development of a eommon tranaport policy by
submitting to the couneit in November L977 a programme of priority
actionE for thc period 1978 
- l9Bo, and supports the commission in
thie initiative;
RcArets, however, that the commission did not follour up this communication
25 Scptcmber L974
Regrets arso that the counciI.s discussione on the fundamental
prineiples of transport poricy have as yet produced no results and
that at its meeting of 20/21 Deeember 1977 the Council merely 'took
notc' of the working progratnme and the priorit,y act,iops and said that
it intcnded 'to take them into account as far as possibre in its
futurc procccdinge' , thereby doing nothing to dispel the unccrtainty
that prcvails with regard to transport policy during thc coming years,
Wcleomes thc faet that at its meetings in the second half of 1977 the
Council at least took steps to avoid a cornplete absence of legislation
in eome sectors in the community, and that once again some modest
progrese waE made in extending Community regulat,ione;
carrs on the council at one of its forthcoming meetings to draw up a
working programme based on parliament,s proposals and the programmc
of priority actionsr proposed by the Commiesion in L977i
calls on the commission to take nery steps to prepare the ground for
thcse decisions and furthermore to submit to the council, on the
basis of ite 1973 communication and the 1977 programme of priority
actions, a coherent network plan for the introduction of a baranced
common transport policy and, as early as possible, a Council work
programme for the years after I9gO, in the form of a proposal for a
resolution,on whieh the councir could consult the directly eleeted
Parliament as soon as possibre after the latter,s congtitution;
urges that priority be given to the following transport policy objectives,
which are of immediate importance:
- improvemcnt of the financial situation of the railways, intcr alia
by eneouraging cooperation between them;
- improvement of the situation of transit traffic through Austria and
switzerland, in particurar by alroeating road costs fairly, inproving
infrastructures and eneouraging eombined transport methods;
- defcnce of the EEC's aea transport interests against the expansionist
3.
4.
5.
5.
7.
along thc lincs suggcsted in the European parriament's resolution ofI
8.
OJ No. C L27, I8.10.L974, p. 24
- 
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policy pursued by some third countries i
- 
pronotion of air transport safety and adaptation of Community policy
to the najor changes about to be nade to international air
transport poIicY;
- regularization of the Community's foreign relations in the inland
waterlay transport sector, in particular through the Community's
aceessj.on to the Mannheim Convention;
9. Calls on the Council and Commission to review the Community's working
methods in the transPort sector, taking particular account of the
following proposals, 
.
- the staff of the Commission's Directorate-General for Transport should
be increased;
- the Commission should take more eollective action on transport.
questions;
- there should be permanent contacts between the Commissioner responsiblc
for transPort, questions and the Transport Ministers outsidc Council
mcetings ('hot Iine');
- the Council of Transport Ministers should mcet morc frequcntly,
at least four times a year;
- the Council should not meet only to discuss documents which are ready
for signature but also to take general policy decisions on the
basis of Commission proposals;
- the Permanent Representatives Committee (transport working party)
should be given clear directives and allovred greater frcedom of
negotiation within the framework of an overalt approach;
- 
the Council should expand its orn secretariat in the transport sector
to prevent the occurrcnce of bottlenecks;
- the Permanent Representatives' work on transport policy should be
performed more rapidly in several specialist groups (c.g. for (a)
aea transport, (b) ports, (c) air transport, (d) transport taxes
and importation of road costs, (e) transport safety, etc.);
10. Reaerves the right to reconsider, irunediately after direct elections,
the guestion of instituting preeedings against the Council before the
Court of Justice of the European Conununities under Article 175 of the
EEC Treaty for failure to take action in the transport sector;
11. Calls on the appropriate bodies of the part,ies, political groups and
governments to ensure that a sufficient number of transport specialists
are Members of the European Parliament and the Econonic and Socia1
Comnrittee;
-7- PE 54.492/fin.
L2. Impresaea urgently on the Council, the Cannission and the public that
unless the Cqnnrunity succeeds in the very near future in establishing
an intra-Corununity cornmon tranaport system and makes itseH capable of
effective action in the field of transport policy vis-i-vis the outside
world it will be beset by grave dangers that will undermine its entire
economic position;
13. Inetructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of
ite cqnrnittee to the Council and Cqnmission of the European Cqnmuni.tiea.
-8- PE 54.492/fin.
BEXPr+NATORY S TATE!,ENT
1. Ihis report forms part of the series of outline retrrcrts submitted to
the European Parliament on the question of the introduction of a common
European transPort policy. Your comnittee has been able to draw u1rcn the
earlier rePorts mentioned below; unfortunately so little progress has been
made on a community transport poricy that the facts set out and the
concrusions drawn in them are stirl valid. your comrnittee wirr try to
repeat as little as trrcssibre of the materiar arready set out in theee
earlier reports.
2. rhere does not now seem to be very much need to discuss aims and
objectives, as these have been crearry spelled out by parriament in its
earlier reports and resolutions. This report is ther= fore more concerned
with the ways and means of implementing these objectives.
3. The report accordingly begins with a brief critical analysis of the
Present situation with regard to Community legislation in the transport
Eector and a'-tenPts to outline as clearly as possible the reasons for the
inadequate progresa on a cornmon transport policy (Section I).
It then goes on to explain once again the need for
policy and the drastic consequences that could ensue in
if such a common transport policy is not established in
(Section II) .
a common transport
the next few years
the near future
An attemPt is then made to work out a strategy for the implementation
of a comlon transport policy (section rrr) and to demonetrate, at least in
broad outline, hour an aPPreciation of the interaction between aII transport
policy measures 
- 
which may be illustrated by means of a network plan 
- can
heIP to show which important basic decisions on transport policy must be
taken with the utmost dispatch, as without these cornerstones no progress or
expansion is possible (Section fV) .
Finally, your committee puts fonrard proposars for improving the
institutions' working nethods, as it has become clear that many important
decigiong have not been taken because of shortcomings in the Commwrity.s
decision-making machinery (Section V) .
-9 - PE 54.492/ f Ln.
i
SECTION I
Thq pnLeellt gcsjtign EitE rgqard, to-.,i9ognq4itg l-e.qisla9ion ig the transPort
;€ctor
4. lltris section follows rpre or less the same order as that adopted by
dn" Co-1ission in its Docunentation Bulletin B/3: rTransport bibliography,
1978.. In arr effort to prune the text of footnotes, we Eha1l refer to thie
publication when quoting community legislation.
Out_ljlne_o.f_ellisting Cgnnpnitv reqJllations 9nd C.ogm.ission proposals
subn$led to.-the- Council and not vet deal$
;. After the last neeting of the council of
Iposition with regard to comnutity legislation
follorrs:
L.
l,linisters in Norrember 1978 the
on transport questions was asr
[eoat basis in the Treaties
)
6.. 11ltre legal basis for the cotnmon transport policy consists of Articles
3 (e) , 61 and 74-84 of the EEC Treaty, together with all general provisions
dt ttre Treaty, insofar as they are not declared by special provisions to be
inapplicable to the traneport sector. A further tegal bagis is Article 70
of the ECSC Treaty and Article 10 of the Convention on the Transitional
irovisions of the ECSC Treaty. ftre period of validity of these provisions
has expired, but the Court of .IuEtice of the European Communities has ruled
I
€hat ttrey stiIl remain valid, as far as points of fact are concerned.
7. lrlithout wishing to analyse this legal basis in the Treaties more closely,
is this has already been adeguately done in earlier reports by your conmittee
and by the Cornmission of the European Comnunities, it should be clearly
pointed out once again that, while the Treaties set out no clear legal basis
ior a transporu polictr they make it very plain that they are charging the
Qomnunity.s institutions with the task of introducing sudr a common policy.
Digcugsion-of the bEsi.g princiele-E olE a cogmog tEanEcort eolic'\,
B. T?re Comnrission has made several attempts to steer the Community to\a'ardg
the broad outlineg of a conunon transport poliqf. The most important steps
taken in this connection were the memorandum of 196I, the action programme of
1952 commissioned by the Council of l.linisters, which still kept an open mind
on the ideas set out in the memorandum, and the Comnission commwrication of
L973, which was followed in L977 by a new working Progranme.'
9. Ttre Council has never approved an overall plan; in fact, so far it has
devoted to the Commissionts views, which still remain valid, only a number of
gxtremely vague discussions, which have led to no practical results.
- 
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IO. For its own part, it has adopted a limited number of decisions of
principle, which, however, have rikewise failed to yierd any practical
results.
11. Possibly the nearest approach to a breakthrough on a conmon tra::sport
policy was made on 22 June 1965, when the Council adopted a resolution on a
prices policy. This resolution was made possible by the fact that the
advocates of a controlled transtrrort market agreed to a somewhat greater
degree of price flexibility within the framework of a tariff margin, while
the advocates cf a transport sector organized as far as possible along free
enterPrise lines agreed. to a somerrhat greater degree of price control.
Unfortunately, however, only a few days after this resolution was adopted
the Community's work was brought to a halt for completely different reasons,
namely, because of the ,empty chairr policy pursued by t-he French
rePresentatives. During the ensuing standstill on transport policy it was
realized that the price policy agreed upon could not be implemented unless a
common capacity policy was worked out at the same time. On 20 October 1966
the Council adopted a resolution on the organization of the transport market,
which was not only never published but, in fact, never achieved any positive
results. At any rate all the proposals drawn up by the Corunission on the
basis of these resolutions simply remained stuck in the Council pipeline.
12. Later stilI, for example on 14 December 1967 and 7 December 1970, the
Council adopted various other resolutions on transport policy in general and
on cooperation between the railways, but these also failed to yield any
practical results.
13. Ttre only time in all these years when the Council laid down a solid
foundation for future legislation was when it adopted an outline decision on
harmonization; this was also in the year 1965.
Ihe decision in question is that of 13 I,Iay 1965 on the harmonization of
certain provisions affecting competition in transport by rail, road and
inland waterway. Like the action prograrnme that preceded it, this decision
is only a collection of instructions to the Commission and dates by which
the Council undertook to adopt the relevant proposals. rt is extremely rare
for legislators in the Memlcer States to enact legislation of this kind;
hovrever, in v:iew of the nature of the Communityts institutions and the way in
which agreements are reached and decisions taken in the European Commr:nity,
it would aPPear to be a feasible approaeh, if - and this is the difference
between a successful decision of this kind and unsuccessful action
Prograrunes - the Council is sufficiently convinced of the value and appropriate-
ness of the measures proposed. At all events, this outline decision could
possibly serve as a model for future legislation in the transport sector.
-11 PE 54.492/fin.
The decision gave clear instructions with regard to a fairly wide range
of issues and became the basis for all future work on social harmonization,
the revitalization of the railways, competition rules in transport and, less
successfully, fiscal harmonization.
L4. The European Parliament has made important contributions to the debate
on developing the basic outlines of a common transport policy. As far back
as 1957 the Common Assembly submitted the first Kaptelm rePort, whidt
contained a fully elaborated common transport policy. fhis was followed in
1961 by the second Kaptelm report (Doc. 161r/61), a report by Mr Mriller-
Hermann (ooc. Lg/2L/52) containing an opinion on the commission memorandum
and a report by !4r Brunhes (Doc. L32/621 containing an opinion on the
commission's action progralnme. After more than ten years these were
followed by Mr Murschrs report (Doc. 2L5/74), which contained an opinion on
the 1973 communication from the corurission.
15. Ihe European Parliament adopted all the resolutions in question with the
utmost unanimity, and in I,1r Murschts L974 xepnrt it is expressly stated that
the guidelines laid down in the pioneering Kapteyn reports of 1957-Gl are
etill valid even no\^r.
16. Ttre present rq)ort draws also on these earlier reports. Your committee
notes with regret that the basic principles of transport policy are still
being discussed and that the principles laid dovrn earlier by Parliament have
never been explicitly adopted by the Council of tliniEters. In vierr of
radical changes in the membership of Parliament it has once again become
useful and necessary to reaffirm the line to be taken on transport policy,
which must strike a balance between control and free enterprise. Your
comrnittee coneiders it important that this general line be reaffirmed, even
if the majority in favour of it might not be ag ovenrhelming today as it was
previously.
L7. The Commission has indicated on various occasions that it feels that a
kind of ttacit agreement' has emerged. on the line on transport poIiry proposed
by the Commission and Parliament. Unlike your cotnmittee, it no longer considers
that any useful purpose would be served by discussing these basic questions
in the Council.
18. Your colunitiee does not feel that a tacit agreement, which is only preEluned
to exist, can be an adequate basis for the speedy introduction of a comnon
transport policy. It feels that unless the direction to be taken is clearly
lndicated, there can be no gueetion of winning the confidence of thoEe
sectj.ons of the population and .those economic undertakings directly concerned,
or of expecting them to make the sacrifices and concessions that a common
transport policy will require.
-L2 PE 54 .49?/fLn.
19. In this rePort therefore your committee puts fon^rard a proposal for a
new Etrategy for the further development of a cornrnon transport policy. Ihis
strategy will provide a means of escaping from the dilernma caused by the
fact that the Co:rncil has compelled the Commission to pursue a policy of
small steps 
"
Consultation procedures
20. The agreement under the Treaty to pursue a common transport policy made
it necessary, in the transitional period until this transport policy was
established, a period which unfortunately seems to be prolonged indefinitely,
to take steps to ensure that at least the trlember States. regulations on
transPort pc'Iicy did not diverge any further from each other than was the
case when the Treaty was concluded. rn order to prevent this happening, a
consultation procedure was established as far back as 1962, in accordance
with whidr the Member States are obliged to notify the Comnission of all nevr
meaeures in the field of transport policy before they enter into force. The
Comrnission then adopts an opinion on these measures and gives its recorunenda-
tions. On the basis of this consultation procedure, the last amend,menr: to
which was made in 1973, the Commission has delivered a relatively large
nunber of opinions together with recommendations (83 opinions in all at
15.s.1978) .
2L. By and large the Member States seem to have follovred the Commissionrs
recommendations; at any rate no actions have been brought before the court
of Justice as a result. rt must be admitted, however, that in making its
recommendations the Commission \^ras operating from a position of extreme
weakness. In evaluating new draft tegislation in the Member States it had to
state its case on the supposition that there would be in future a common
transPort policy, something that has never been confirmed by the Coqncil. If
it objected to one proposed measure or another on behalf of the Community.s
general interests, it did so in the absence of any Comnunity legislation and
merely on the basis of the presumed tacit agreement with regard to the form
any future common transport policy would take.
22. Consultation procedures for infrastructure poJ.icy were also agreed upon
in 1966 (these were substantially revised in l9Z8) and for sea transport in L977.
From 1956 to 1978 the consultation procedure on infrastructure policy
functioned extremely inadequately, as the Member States normally notified the
Commiseion of their projects for building transport links only at a very late
etage in the planning, when virtuatly nothing could be changed. In at least
one spectacular cage (the Channel Tunnel) ttre Commission was obliged to learn
from the newsPaPers, notwithstanding the consultation procedure, that the
British Go'/ernment had abandoned the project. It cannot as yet be predicted
whether the new procedure, involving a special committee to advise on
infrastructure projects, will product any better results.
- 
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23. On 13 .g.Lg77 a consultation procedure for sea transPort was introduced
to deal with relations with third countries and international organizations.
ftris procedure was widely welcomed as the first steP towards a comrpn shipping
policy, but the Corununityts position in all efforts to cooPeration vis-i-vis
the outside world is bound to remain extremely weak, unless at the same time
a greater degree of internal unity is achieved in the form of a comnpn
shipping poticy within the Community.
ZS. The advisory comrnittees set up by vir-uue of the Treaty itself should
first be mentroned. Ttrese are the Economic and Social Cornmittee, which is
helping to draw up the blueprint of the conmon transport policy through its
section for transport and communications, and the advisory committee mentioned
in Article 83 of the Treaty.
26. On the basis of its own decisions the Commiss-i-on has set uP three joint
committees to advise it on social matters relating to transPort - one in 1955
for road transport, one in 1967 for inland waterway transport and one in 1972
for rail transport. There is still a crying need for a committee of this
kind to deal with social questions in the sea transPort sector, but one will
presq.nably be set up shortly to supplement the consultation Procedure,
particularly in view of recent shipping disasters, which to some extent have
social implications.
27. On the basis of various Council regulations advisory committees have also
been set up for cartels (1958) and subsidies (1970) in the transport sector,
as well as advisory committees on international road transport tariffs (1968)
and the aforementioned committee on l--rerrrsport infrastructures.
28. For many years norvr the committees dealing with ECSC railway tariffs have
been functioning smoothly - the corunittee for direct ECSC tariffs since 1955
and the committee on cooperation with Switzerland since 1955 and the committee
on cooperation with Austria since L957. Apart from these committees the
Commission is empovrered at any time to convene ad hoc grouPs of experts to
adviee it.
Advisorv committees
24. In order to assist the Commission
committees have been set up since 1958
their views knotrn or the Commission is
with experts.
and the Cotrncil a number of advisory
in which interested parties can make
able to maintain Permanent contact
Communityrs general
transport matters, a
sector was finally
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ComDetition rules
29. After ten years during which the application of the
rul-es on competition had to be repeatedly suspended for
regulation on sPecial competition rules in the transPort
-L4
adopted in 1968. Although various mergers and practices specified in the
Council regulation of 19 .Tuly 1968 are forbidden, the nurnber of derogations
and concessions that may be granted by the Commission is so large that in
practice this piece of legislation merely provides a check on abuges.
Fiscal harmonization
30. A common transport policy is pointless unless it is accompanied by
harmonization of the most important taxes peculiar to the transport sector,
namely taxes on oil and motor vehicles, and this is precisely the area in
which the coinmunity has as yet compretery failed to make any progress.
fhe 1958 Council directive concerning the duty-free importation of fuel
contained in the ordinary fuel tanks of commercial motor vehicles is inadequate
and in continual danger of being circumvented. ft is evident even from this
relatively unimportant measure that, no progress is possible unless the overall
context is borne in mind. Unless rules are adopted to regulate the charges
for the use of transport infrastructures and to deal with competition between
ports, no further progress can be achieved in this field.
The Commission proposal to raise the duez_free fuel allowance from
50 to 100 litres failed because the commission had not taken into account
the implications for competition between ports.
31. The queetion of harmonizing motor vehicle taxat,ion has been in abeyance
since 1965 in spite of the decision to adjust the tax assessment criteria, and
the commission's imprementing proposals have not yet been adopted by the
council, even though they were submitted in 1968. The commission has not yet
plucked up the courage to consider harmonizing taxation rates, and commission
proposals on the harmonizatron of taxes on oiI, or at any rate taxes on fuel,
seem just as utopian today as they did in 1958. Nevertheless they are an
absolute necessity, if we are ever to have a free transport market.
Harmonization of=19late interventions
32. Under this heading the Commission includes a.1l
with transport requirements and subsidies or, to be
mainly affecting the railways.
Community measures dealing
more precise, with problems
Articles 77 and 78 of the EEc Treaty indicate that the community must
help to shoulder the burdens that the railways have to bear because they
provide a public service, iDd must contribute to the aids granted to them
for the discharge of these obligations and for the coordination of transport.
-15- PE 54.492/fin.
33. Wittr this in mind the Commission submitted proposals for a fairly complete
and extrernely coherent system regulating the financial relationship between the
Member States and the railways, as hrell as a progranme for the revitalization
of the railways. L969 saw the adoption of a regulation concerning the
obligations inherent in the concept of a public service in transport by rail,
road and inland waten^ray, and a regulation on the normalization of the accounts
of railway undertakings. In l97O there followed a regulation on aid in the
transport sector, in 1975 a decision on the improvemeat of the situation of
railway undertakings and the financial relations between such undertakings and
the l,!6[iber States, and Ln L977 a regulation on comparability between the
accounting systems and annual accounts of railway undertakings.
Taken together, the8e rules form the rnost coherent padcage of Comnunity
legislation enacted so far.
34. In its biennial report on the implementation of these measureE, hqrever,
the Commission is forced to admit that all the fine regulations still arpunt
to nothing more than 'sound and fury', since the Meruber States have not
played their part by eliminating public service obligations, but have used all
the derogating provisione poseible in order to maintain them and provide
compensation by m6ans of subsidies. The only risult of Community legislation
ln this field therefore is the introduction of new terminology; what was
formerly the cancellation of a deficit now goes under the guise of subsidy,
or the standardization of accounts, or the repayment of public dtarges. In
the interests of sinplification some Member States have declared their entire
railway systems to be public services and have thus transformed their deficits
into a public service matter.
35. It is obvious that Community legislation on the revitalization of the
railways will yield no practical results until it becomes a genuine and
effective instrument for coordinating modes of transport and improving
transport markets within the fraruework of an overall common transport policy.
Social harmonization
36. Social harmonization is a good example of how to stagger along
ineffectually with a mere policy of small steps and fail to persuade those
concerned to support legislation. In the outline decision of 1965 the
Council of Ministers undertook to harmonize several specific aspects of social
legislation in the transport sector, such as driving and rest periods etc..
It was only in L969, hovrever, that the first practical measrures were taken,
and even then it was not because the Council of Ministers suddenly had the
foresight to aim at a distant goal, but because public opinion, shocked by two
horrifying road transport disagters, demanded that something be done. In
tilartelange in the Ardennes a tanker carrying a dangerous load and piloted by
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an e:<hausted driver left the road in the middle of the village and expioded;
twelve people were killed and half the vrllage was destroyed. In another
accident a bus drove over a motorway bridge near Limburg at 3 a.m., after the
driver had been almost 20 hours at the rr'heel. In this accident over 3O
schoolchildrerr and teachers lost their lives returning to Belgium from a
winter sports holiday
A11 the arguments currently advanced against a further extension of
Community social legislation on transport, against tactrographs etc., were
continually being put forr*ard even at that time. will it take the Los Alfaques
disaster to silence these critical voices, prompted only by self-interest,
and to enable the Cornmunity to take a new ard major step foffard in this area?
Since 1969 the Cornmr.mity tras had to adopt about 20 further legal acts, partly
to uphold social regulations on transport and partly to counteract them. fhe
Council and Commission have crossed swords in the Court of Justice.
37. Will furthe; horrifying disasters have to strike before there is an dnd,
particularly in the United Kingdom and Ireland, to the opposition to social
provisions on road transport?
38. Indeed, apart from provisions on driving periods arrd tachographs, the
Commission has so far adopted only a few rules on minimum standards in the
training of drivers. Proposals for social provisions in tl= field of inland
vrateneay transport have been before the Council since 1975 and the coru[ission
does not even dare to consider any further extension of social provisions in
road transport or corresponding rules for the railways, let alone for sea
transport.
39. Itris is all due to the faet that those concerned are being asked to make
sacrifices without any explanation of the long-term objectives of Community
policy and the resulting advantages to those who in the beginning night not be
particularly anxious to change their customary ways of doing things.
Infrastructule policy
40. In 1960 the Commission submitted a recommendation on the expansion of the
Community's transport infrastructure, but this made absolutely no provision for
intervention on the part of the Community and confined itself to a megalomaniac
plan for long-distance highway linkups along the lines envisaged by the Council
of Europe and thus remained a mere pipedream. In 1965 the consultation pnocedure
mentioned above was introduced, but this again made no provision for j-ntervention
by the Commission and also had the disadvantage that Member States only notified
the Commission of their projects when there was no longer any possj-hitity of
changing then. In 1978 the procedure was improved. A standing committee on
transport infrastructures was set up, and the Commission was given the
opportunity of putLing fonrard proposals for the financing of projects of
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importance to the community. since, however, no aPPropriations were entered
in the budget for these measures, it seems likely that nottring will come of
the Commission proposals in the budgetary negotiations. A Commission proposal
designed to improve this financing procedure has been before the Council since
L975. (cf. the Nyborg report, De. L85/77, and poinL 16 of the accqnpanying
opinion of the Committee on Budgets, which warns against an anibitious under-
taking that might well be doomed to early failure through lack of funds. lltre
budget nevertheless no\^, shows a token entry against this item.)
4L. Infrastructure policy, l1ke transport poliry as a whole, suffers from the
fact that it has not. yet been trrcssible to define the Community's objectives in
thie area and to have them confirmed by the Council. In reports by
ur uiiller-Ilermann (Doc. 90/6C.), ivlr Seifriz (Doc. 7/65) and others, the
European Parliament has repeatedly pointed out that the Comrilunity's aim in
the matter of infrastructure policy should be not so much t.c, concentrate on
the major through-routes as to close the gaps that exist at Community frontiera,
both major (Alpine crossings, permanent links across sea straits) and minor
(regional and local links at frontiers). Ttris question has never been thrashed
,out in depth. Ihe Commission's position in consultstion meetings is accordingly
a weak one. In making its recommendations to the Member States it, is forced to
faIl back on the presumed tacit agreement and on its own ideas, which have
never been clearly defined or recognized by Parliar,rent and the Council. Further-
more, these ideas change as the Commission officials responsible cone and go,
because even within the Commission itself these questions have never been fully
clarified, and there does not even seem to be any recognized line of thinking
amongst the commiseioners themselves on this matter.
Charqing for the use of transport infrastructures
42. Thj.s is probably the most important aspect of any transport policy in our
century, in which rail, road and inland watenays are the main competitors in
the transPort sector. Unless this problem is solved there can be no sound
transport policy.
43. The community adopted the proper approach by j-nitj.ating a discussion on
this matter, instituting an expert survey and keeping a statistical record of
infrastructure costs on a common basis, which has given rise to an entire
infrastructure accounting system. The survey has been in progress since 1954
and the accounting system has been operative since 1970. In addition, eight
legar acts have been adopted by the community, but in practice no real
progress has been made.
44. Ttle Corunission proposals on charging for the use of transport infra-
structures have been before the Counci.l since L}TL- fn Mr Kollwelterts
rePort (Doc. L95/73) Parliament delivered a favourable opinion on this matter,
but the Council- maintains its silence. one consequence of these proposals
would be a harmonization of special transport taxes. However, as mentioned
above, the Council has not even been able to harmonize the basis of assess-
ment for motor vehicle taxes -18- PE 54.492/fLn.
45. It has to be admitted that the formulation and impfenrentation of a
System of charging for the use of transport infrastructures is an enormous
intellectual undertaking. It can succeed only if we begin with a clear
understanding of tte part played by transport in society as a whole, the
special economic and technical characteristics of the various modes of
transport, the possibilities with regard to comPetition and control in an
economic sector of this kind, taxation a.nd tax-shifting theories' and invest-
ment planning for a full clecade in advancLl , er.c.. The intellectual
capacity of the council of l,linisters is simply not adeguate to cope with
this task. No one who thinks in terms of small stePs and tactical moves can
visualize a system of charging for the use of transPort infrastructures as
the cornerstone of any transPort policy. small stePs will achieve nothinq:
a bold approach is the onIY answer.
46. The commission has provided the nec*'ssal]7 broa'r 'r"deas' rt is not
essential for everything to be perfectly worked out down to the last detail '
rt is not even necessary to aim at being !oa/" fair to all concerned' bui it
is essential to set a process in motion which as time goes on will, by trial
and error, permit progress towards greaLer fairness in sharing the burdens aL''
ensure that the Present state of affairs does not continue indefinitely'
Prices policy
47. In the area of prices policy the Communityrs only achievement, after a
fuIl 20 years, is the introduction of two exPerimental systems of pricirlg
for crogs-border transport, which nq'r exist side by side, viz. obligatory
bracket tariffs between the old llember States and referenee tariffs betweeu
the old and the nevr Member States as we] I as between the individual new
Iilember States.
This failure is not surprising since prl ces are clearly based on costs
and are closely connected with the market situation. As long as costs in
the transport sector are distorte<i by a lack of harmonization, i.e. by
excessive divergences in the I'leaber Stcilres' f iscal and social J.egislatiort
technical provisions etc., there can be no hope of coming to grips wii:h 'r
pricee policy, even for international transport. The market conditions that
determine prices, for their part, cannot be controlled without a common
capacity policy. Furthermore, international and national price systems. are
so closely inter-related that there can be no lrope of maintaining throughout-
the Community prlce conditions similar to those on an internal market unle-ss
capacity policies are harnonized.
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4g. Ttre protrrcgals on the fixing of prices for transPort by road, inland
watenray and rail within the litemlcer states have long since been withdrawn by
the coNnissj.on. only mild proposals for transfrontier rail and inland
watentay prices are now before the council '
49. Apart from the ECSC's initial successes with through tariffs for coal
and steel prcrducts and with the elimination of discrimination and support
tariffs European cooperation has so far made no signifieant Progrese in thig
field.
50. Regrettably, in the 20 years since the EEC was founded no Community
regulations have been adopted on transPort rates, the important basic
structural element in any economy, and in this sphere the Community is
scarcely any closer to creating conditions similar to those on an internal
market than it was in the beginning.
51. The most important reason for this failure is that the corinection between
prlcc6 policy on the one hand and harmonization policy and capaclty poliqf on tt
other haa never been underetood and the effort hac never been rnade to adapt thc
rules of the Convention of Mannheim within the framework of a European inland
wateneays policy in such a way that a comrpn prices policy could be adrieved
in the European Cornmunity. Without inland wateli\^ray tariffs there can be no
railway tariffs, and without railway tariffs there can be no road tariffs
etc.
caeEcigv qgljgg
52. In this connection it must be remembered thai the most imPortant decisions
with regard to the supply capacity of any mode of transPort are taken along-
eide decieions on infrastructural expansion. (Whether to build more motor-
wayE or not ie the most important question affecting the caPacity of road
transport, the question of canal expansion affects inland watemay transport,
and the cloeure of lines is at present the moEt important issue affecting
the supply capacity of the railways. The size of traffic routes is crucial
to carrying caPacitY etc.)
Aside from these decisions on infrastructure, the Comnunity is also
faced with the folloring probtems as regards admission to the market and
capacity policY:
admission to the market (creditworttirr""", .
must to some extent be harrnonized in all the
- 
Ttre .objective criteria. (size and number of registered vehiclee) must be
regulated on the basis of roughly similar principles in all Menber States
and in the context of an ongoing transport policy, and an effort must be
- 
The rsubjeative criteriat for
profeesional comPetence etc.)
l,lember States.
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made to work out a common capacity policy combining a short-term economic
policy and a long-term growth policy, because if the Member States set
themselves very different objectives there will be no way of preventing
distortions of eompet,ition not onry between Lransport undertakings, but
also between user undertakings in the Member States.
In international transport a common policy is a prerequisite for the
establishment of a conmon transport market which will be as liberal as
possible" Since international transport cannot be more liberal than domest,lc
tranaport, a continuous common policy must be implemented which each year
will regulate capacity in international transport. By streamlining and
simplifying registration procedures, international transport must be frreed
as far as gossible from bureaucratic obstructions, which would make it
excessively expensive by comparison with :rnternal transport.
53. What has the Comnunity achieved, so far by way of a conmon policy in 
.this
area ?
The 'firstr Council directive of 23 .Tuly 1962 liberalized certain '
categories of cross-border transport and goods transport by road to and from
border areas, but it was never followed up by a second. It was, however,
revised four times, the scope of the liberalization measures becoming wider
each time. 1[his directive is a means of affording n-uch relief to the transport
systems concerned, but its significance i.n relation to international transport
is rather smalI.
54. Since 1968 the normal long-distance transport of goods across Community
borders has been governed by the 'Communj-ty quota., which exists side by side
with bilateral agreements. As the Comrnission sees it, the Conmunity quota
should gradually take the place of the bilateral quotas, but this has not as
yet happened. Most of the cross-border transport between Comnunity Member
States is sti1l governed by bilateral arrangements. Even today there is
absolutely no question of permitting carriers to operate transport servic'es
in another I'lember State, even though Lhis is provided for by the EEC Treaty
(Article 75 (I) (b) ) . Itre Conunission has assumed a minor role in reqard to
the granting of bilateral authorizations.
55. In a 1955 regulation the Conununity adopted certain rules on the forms used
for granting bilateral authorizations in road transport. Since 1974 there ha're
::T rules gwerning admj-ssion to the profession and since L977 the mutual
recognition of certain diplomas and other certificates of gualification in
road transport, as well as certain provisions favouring combined road and
rail tranaPort. (piggyback transport) .
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56. However, the Commission's main proposals with regard to a common capacity
policy for road transport have been withdrawn. Ttre only proposals still before
the Council are those for international road transport, negotiations with third
countries and the Community's accession to the agreement on the TIR carnet
customs procedure. The Iatter has resulted in a great improvement in the
smooth flow of international road transport but the credit for this must go to
the ECE in Geneva and the International Road Transport Union (IRU). (for intra-
Community transport there does, hotrever, exist the 'common transit preedure',
which hae resulted in even more far-reaching improvements than the TIR carnet. )
57. Ihe Courrcil has not even adopted finally, but only for a three-year
period, the Cqnnrission's proposal for a market surveillance system, which
could pave the way for future agreement on a capacity policy.
Ihe market surveillance system would benefit all modes of transport.
58. Ihe Conununityrs efforts i" an. area of inland water:lrray transport have been
a complete clisaster. fhe only measures so far consist of a Council resolution
of 27.6.L97O on entry to the market and a 1968 Commission recommendation on the
structural improvement of inland watemay transport, both of which are of
Iittle importance. Notwithstanding the urgent need for a capacity policy in
inland watenay transport, years of study, discussion and negotiation have
succeeded only in producing a laying-up programme which, when it wae finally 
.
agreed by all concerned, was declared by the Court of Justice of the European,
Commxlities to be unacceptable because important, institutional and legaI
details in the progranme are at variance with the lteaties.
Certain parties, who should be taken seriously, claim that laying-up
arrangements for superfluous shipping capacity can operate satisfactorily only
within the framework of a capacity policy for inland waterr,rray transport, and
that any regulation of this kind is doomed to failure if it is implemented in
isolation. Voluntary temporary laying-up can counteract incidental short-term
market fluctuations, but cannot overcome the present structural capacity
aurplue. However, the current structure of inland watenvay transport wiII in
the long tertn inevitably call for a registration policy. Up to now the t'tannheim
Convention has been the main stumbling block, and tJrere is no way of changing
thie eituation until the Community is in a position to put forivard its own
clearly-defined transport policy as a basis for negotiations with Switzerland.
fhe solution of these problems is becoming increasingly urgent since, when thd
Rhine-l'lain-Danube canal is completed, aIl- the states of southeast Europe and -1
the Soviet Union will be taking their places alongside Switzerland at ttre
negotiating tabIe.
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59. Until a system is developed for regulating capacity in inland watervray
and road transport, pricing in these two branches of the transport sector
will remain dtaotic, with enormous resulting damage to the railways. User
undertakings will also clearly suffer in the long term if not in the short tem.
50. In the field of road passenger transport the Community has adopted a
number of measures which facilitate and speed up authorization procedures for
international transport and which have led to the recognition of diplomas
and qualifications and to the harmonization of certain other rules on the
admission of passenger transport operators to the profession; it has
liJceralized much cross-frontier transport and, to this end, is currently
negotiating with several third countries. Even in this field, hotever, ihere
does not exist a comprehensive eapacity policy.
ie chn isal- haEmon izEti_on
51. The community has adopted a number of useful provisions for the
harmonization of legislation on tankers in inland waternray transport, the
mutual recognition of shipping certificates and technical control of motor
vehicles. Above arI, it has armost completery harmonized techni.car standards
for rnotor vehicles and agricultural tractors, so much so that on the basis of ttreee
atandarda an EEc car and an EEC tractor could now be built. This, horcever,- Ie nore
rerevant to industry and the car trade than transport policy. Trhe most
important, perhaps the only important measure, however, is stilr pending.
This relates to the maximum permissible dimensions and weights of rorries.
Since L962 a commission ProPosal on this matter has been before the councril
of Ministers, but in all these years the council has not yet managed to adopt
this vitalry important decision. Until a decision Ehat wirl prove its worth
in the long term has been taken on this question, there can be no possibility
of drawing up a comrpn transport policy, since only when the maximum permissible
dimensionE and weights for vehicles have been determined can there be any hope
of pushing through a meaningfur regulation on charging for the use of infra-
structures and only on the basis of these fundamental dat,a can there be any
attempt to harmonize vehicle and oi1 taxes. Indeed, a long_term road_building
Progranme can hardly be started without a prior decision on dimensions and
weights. There is no point in beating about the bush 
- 
without this basic
decision there can be no coordination of rail and road transport and
conaequently no transPort policy. Even if it has been decided to pursue aporicy of small steps, it must be realized that this is the one step that
must be taken before all others.
Sh.ipP'ing ag{ Borts.
62. For years nov, the comnunity has been discussing matters related to a
common policy for shipping and ports. parliament proposed that a common
policy on ports be drawn up, but there was a reluctance to adopt this
proposal on the alleged grounds that the ports formed part of the sea transport
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aector (they are, hftrever, the final destinations of all other modes of
transport) and are thus excluded by Article 84 from the field of action of
the European communities. There was a general unwillingness to admit that
the lack of a Corununity policy on ports was obstructing the harmonization of
many aspects of transport policy which influenced competition between ports.
It ie true that, since 1974, the Commission has at a number of conferences
and committee meetings made contact with the ports industry thereby improving
ite knowledge of the subject, but no specific steps have yet been taken.
-']:n L977, under pressure of world 
"r"nts (the UNCTAD Code, competition--Erom
the COMECON countries), the Communlty took a decision on a consultation
procedure for sea transport, but only in the matter of relations with third
countries and cooperation within international organjzations. Ho&r6ver, hour
can we hope for international credibility, if our Community policies on
inland waterway transport and world shipping are not aligned, in the sense
that we continue to refuse to include ports and intra-Community aea transport
in the Council's field of action?
Air transport
-
63. Proposals by the Commission and Parliament have so far produced nothing
specific. At its June 1978 meeting the Council did, hovrever, adopt, a
Prograrme of priorities for air transport; it had previously set up a special
committee on the subject under the Perrnanent Repregentatives' transport
working party.
Statietics
64. Ihe Comrnrrnity has drawn up a standard transport nomenclature for
statietical purposes, which is very useful but more relevant to trade policy
than transPort policy. since 1959 the community has been endeavouring to
establish regional statistics on road transport, and while this also is very
useful, it is more relevant to regional policy.
what is really needed for a transport policy is a market surveillance
system backeC up by sound statistical methods, and, as we have indicated
above, this does not yet exist.
Summarv
65. fhere is no adequate legal basis in the Treaty for a common transport
po11 cy.
No agreement has yet been reached on the basic principles of transportpolicy. consultation procedures are carried out only with reluctance.
comFtition rules achieve nothing more than a rather haphazard check on
abuses, while there has been no harmonization of those taxes that arepeculiar to the transPort sector (motor vehicle taxation and taxes on oil).
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The harmonization of State intervention has not eliminated costs to the
railways that are detrimental to their proper operationi nor has it elimiDated
deficits, which instead have simply been generally reclassified in the
context of the standardization of accorurts.
Some social legislation has been enacted on road transport as a result
of serious aceidents, but this is still in dispute and for some years past
the tendency has been towards the reduction rather than expansion of such
legislation.
rhere are 
'o arrangements for joint planning on transport
apart from a consurtation procedure which was not satisfactory
original form and which has not yet proved its worth in its ne,vr
infrastructures ,
in its
form.
No system for charging for the use of transport infrastructures has
been introduced.
There is no comnon prices policy, apart from the ECSC,s initial successes(through tariffs and abolition of special and support. tariffs), the abolition
of discriminations in railway tariffs and an experimental two-tier system
for international road transport.
Tlrere is no capacity policy, apart from the mjnimum Community quota for
international road freight transport. There are no prospects as yet of a
liberal conmon transIrort market operating in conditions similar to thoae on
internal markets, the only liberalization achieved taking the form of
transport arrangements in border areas and for some special categories of
transport.
fhe most important decision in the matter of technical harmonization,
i.e. that on the maximum permissible dimensions and weights of lorries, is
etill in abeyance.
Trhe only shipping and ports policy measure of any substance is the intro_
duction of a consurtation system for world shipping questions, which has yet toprove its worth. rt may be pointed out in advance, holrrever, that, since the
Cotununity has no internal policy with regrard to shipping and ports, this con-
sultation systenr can scarcely have any great influence because of its lack of
credibility. The corununity has in addition begun vrorr( on safety at sea (withpartieular reference to tankers) and measures to counter unfair competition
from the Eastern-bIe countries.
rn the air transPort sector the community has so far not even uee.n;"1"
to help the European aeronautical industry.
2.
55. The Comrnission did not
but rather was forced into
adopt the rsmall steps. policy of
it by the Council's failure to take
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decisions.
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To sum uP, there is at present no coherent common transport policy.
l[he Cor:ncil for its part has never instructed the Commission to adopt this
'smalI steps' policy, nor has it ever expressly stated that this was the kind
of policy it wanted to adopt itself. 1[he fact is that the Council has never
had a policy of any kind, but has simply shilly-shallied from one file to
another. In rnany cases it has not even rejected the comnission's proposals
or given any reasons for its rejection, but has simply taken no decision at all
and postponed the Commission proposals unchanged from one meeting to another.
67. On at least two occasions the Corunission tried to sketch the broad out-
lintss of a comnon European transport policy. In 1961 it submitted a memorandurn
and in L973 a communication to the Council. On both occasions its idea for
the developnrent of an overall plan was wholeheartedly supported by the
Eurbpean Parliament, although on both occasions Parliament criticized the
Commission proposals for the basic outline of a transport policy as inadequate
and-calted upon the Commission to spell them out in more detail. On neither
occaaion did the Commission act on this suggestion. It refused or simply
neglected to rewrite its 1961 memorandum and its 1973 communication in the
light of the observations made by the European Parliament. It got no assist-
ance whatever from the Council in drawing up its memorandum or its
comgunication. On both occasions the Council demanded that practical
proposals for regulations be put before it in such a final forn that it
would only have to adopt them. In 1952 therefore the Commission submitted an
action progranme whidr, however, was never adopted by the Council. The L973
cqnmunication contained a work programme for the period 1974-L975, which was
eupplemented by the Cqrunission in L977 with a work progrramme for 1978-1980
ietting out a Iiet of priorities. Again these proposals were only noted by
the Council and not adoPted.
68. trhe Commission should not have released the Council from its
responeibilities. After the memorandum and the communication it should have
prelrented the Council with another draft of its ideas on the whole subject,
rewritten in the light of Parliament's opinion and submitted as a practical
proposal for a Resolution, and it should then have fought for its adoption. r
69. This is what has happened with all those Corununity policies that have
worked. One has only to look, for example, at the agricultural policy.
70. fhe one and only time that the Council agreed cn a major step fonrard in the
field of transport policy was when it adopted the harn-onization decision of
1965. Could we not noh, proceed again in the same vray? One thing is certain,
namely that those who now want to make a virtue of necessity and acclaim the
'smiIl stepsr policy cannot argue that the experiences of the last twenty
yeafe are in their favour. T$renty years after the EEC Treaty was signed there
iB dtil1 no ccnrmon transport policy. The policy of small stepB has led
abgolutely nowh€re. Even the few successes that have been achieved are
Jeopardized i there is always the threat of a large step backwards. It is
only with great difficulty that a breakdown of Community rules on the
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3.
Conununity quota, tariffs in cross-border road transport, social provisions on
road transport, the tachograph etc. is averted from year to year. It is, in
fact, impossible to convince the parties involved of the value of many of
these provisions, unless they can be represented aE part of an overall scheme
whicl will one day benefit all concerned in the form of a liberal European
colf,iron transport market.
ftre-si
worklnq Drcrratnne tox L978-1980 - the need for the Council of Ministers to
adopt a basic plan
7L. On eeveral occasions the Commission has indicated its approach to the
guestion of working out a comnon transport policy. It still regards the
conununication to the Council on the development of a common transPort policy
(Doc. 226/73) as the star by which it steers in all its work and as the
expression cf its basic idea of a transPort policy. While the Council
discussed this communication only in a perfunctory manner and never expressed
its agreement with it, it did not, on the other hand, reject it entirely.
The Comnission seemEr to deduce from this that there is a stacit agreement'
with regard to a conmon transport poticy.
72. Unfortunata[y, however, this is wishful thinking. And even if such a
tacit agreement did exist, this could not be taken a3 the basis for a cornmon
policy. After all, it is a guestion of winning the confidence of those
directly concerned, who will have to implement the new common rules and be
prepared to make sacrifices in order to do so.
73. Ihere is also the question of the Community's credibility not only in
the eyes of its own citizens but also. in the eyes of third countries. Nobody
can deny that at present the Community has no credibility in the area of
transport policy.
74. E/en if t-he Cqnmission, after several fruitless attempts to persuaa.-tfre
Council to discuss basic principles, took the view that at Present more can
be achieved in the Council through 'tacit agreement' than through such a
discussion, would it not have been to its advantag'e at least to call uPon the
declared support of the European Parliament? Ttre Commission could have relied
upon this support if it had amended its communication on the basis of Parlia-
ment's ideas as set out in l,tr Mursch's report (De. 2L5/74\ and submitted a
proposal for a resolution or at least, as in 1961, a memorandum on the basis
of ite communication.
75. In Novedbet L977 the Comnission sulcmitted a further communication to the
Council entitled 'Priority bueiness for a Council h'orking Prograrune to 1980'.
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f'he Council has not adopted the progranme. this progranme suffere frqn
the same disadvantage as the 1962 action Programme. It consiEtg of a
series of deadlines for 'small steps', the connection between which and the
importance of which within the framework of an overall plan is not ittunediately
clear, despite the reference in the preanble to the 1973 cmrmunication and
the I'Iurech rePort.
76. Ttrus the Commission programme once again deals with fringe matter", 
"rr.f,
as sumner time and the European driving licence, side by side with basic
problems, euch as the revision of the I'tiannhein Convention and the wod< ing out
of a syetem of charging for the use of transport infrastructqres. It is also-
clear from t5e progralme tJrat the Community is at ttre merq; of outside events,
auch as the IIIiETAD Code, competition from the Eastern bloc eorrntries, Eumner
time and otSer issues to which it is reacting on an ad he basie instead of
itself seizrlng the initiative in these policy areaa'
,ra*t y."t by a ner^I three-year ProgratEue
that nothing has been implenented, will
stilt had 18 Comrission ProPosa1e before
after a large number had been wit}tdrawn
new proposals have in the meantime been
77. WiLI this Programme be replaced
for 1981-83, or in vier,r of the fact
it be ttre sane Programme?
on I ilanuary 19781 the Council
it tlrat had not Yet been dealt with,
because they were out of date. Ten
gubmitted (up to @tober 1978).
78. WiII the Commission shortly adopt a ne\^r approach in order to take a najor
step fonrard in the natter of transport policy?
79. Your rapporteur is very well aware that it is quite possible that arongst
the advocates of the 'small steps' policy there are those who would prefer to
take no steps whatsoever, and who think that if measures have to be taken,
then these should be as unanbitious as possible. This, ho\rrever, must be the
approach of only a sma1l minority, whidr does not have the courage openly to
proclaim its motivation, which is to slow down if not completely stop, the
Comnlutity's progress towards economic and nronetary union.
80. llhere ehould be no bending over backwards to achieve compronises or water
donrn policy and reduce meagurea to such an extent that those who yrant to do
nothing whatsoever will be persuaded to agree. It would be preferable to
adopt a clear and uncompromising approactr and then to proceed to seek agree-
ment on the understanding that if this agreement is not adrieved and no action
ie taken, the responsibility for this will be laid at the door of those to
whom it belongs.
=F-r Li"t of Ccmmission proposals on which the European Parliament has delivered
an opinion, now pending before the Council!, Conunission of the European
Commwrities, Doc. SgC (78) 91 final , Brussels, L2.L.L97A.
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4. Outl_ille o_f the__fesuleli-ogrs sti_Il required to adrieve the desired deqree
of inteqration
81. Ttre desired degree of integration may be described as the stage at whictr
conditions in the Communityrs transport sector atre similar to those obtaining
in tf,te internal market. Trade in transport services must take plaee within
a common transport Eystem, whictr will provide just as much freedom in inter-
national transport as exists in the domestic transport systems of the Member
States. lltre legal provisions governing transport in the Member gtates must,
be go harmonized that there will neither be any distortion of competition
between transport undertakings in cross-border transport nor such differences
in ttre domeetic transport situation that the economies of the various Member
Sta+-es have to cope with differences in transport costs of such a nature as to
dlstort competition.
82. the following is a list, of what should be done:
In the area of harmonization: further progress on social provisions for
road transport; social provisions for inland waterurayr rail and sea transport.
Harmonization of tJle taxes peculiar to the t-ransport sector, i.e. motor vehicle
taxation and taxes on oil, and tlre coordination of such harmonization with a
system of payment for the use of transport infrastructures. Harmonization of
the most important technical provisions in road transport, particularly of the
maximum permissible dimensions and weights for goods transport vehicles. A
common railway policy (in regard to the abolition of public liabilities,
putting the railways on a sound financial footing, etc.) . A common market
Eurveillance syEtem as a precondition for a corlrnon prices and capacity policy.
In ttre area of prices policy: a common procedure for fixing prices in inter-
national and domestic transport for all modes of transport. In the area of
capacity policy: a common long-term programme for fj.nancing tJle building
oi-tla"sport infraetructure" 
". 
tfr" closure or raiiway lines, a colnm-on pFod-e-
dure to regulate capacity in road and inland waterway transport, a revision
of the l.lannheim Convention to provide for adjustment to the system of trans-
port infrastructure costs, worked out by the Community, fiscal harmonization,
prices policy and capacity policy; coordination of all transport policy
measureE with the interests of ports and the objectives of a conmon ports
policy; the establishment of a conunon market in sea transport (particularly
the abolition of restrictions on cabotage on the domestic market and a conmon
international shipping policy vis-i-vis the outside world); the establishment
of a cqrunon airspace (i.e. in particular the joint administration of landing
rights) .
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83. 1rhe Commrxrity has evexy reason to hope that a common transPort policy
drawn up along these lines would point the way to future measureg on transPort
safety, environmental protection, regional development, energy po1icry and
other najor issues.
84. In view of the twenty years spent in fruitless discussion ad t}le
continual disappointments that have been experienced, many may feel that it
is asking too much to call for the above changes in the national transPort
policies of the Member States, which have hitherto always been quite independent.
Ho\,vever, no one of the Uenber States is particularly happy with its oqlrl Present
transport policy Bystems. Caution would be justified if it were a question of
aboliahing transport systems in tJre Member States that were functioning
pGrfectly and replacing them by an as yet rrntried plan for a new Cornmunity
policy, but this ie not the case. The chief opposition to the idea of a common
transport policy comes from tJ:ose who have gaineo unjustifiable advantages
from the Menber States. transport policies, whictr are in parts absurd and
illogical, and who feel that they have to defend these advantages against the
proposal to draw up a modern transport policy for the Couununity. What was true
in 1958 is still true today - a European Conmunity policy would give us an
opportr:nity of replacing the out-dated transport systems of all our l{enber
Statee by a modern system for the remainder of this century and the next, a
transport Eystem which Europe urgent,Iy needs if it is to stand up to
competition and remain free and independent in a changed world.
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1.
s.EcrEoN_.rI
A cgmmon 
-t_ransp<,rrtJo.Licw as a.n esss!:tial element jln securinq the Comnunitv_rs
pSEition and achievinq eco
85. As we have already pointed out, this report is intended not so mudr to
define the ohjectives of a common transport policy as to deal with the guestion
of hovr such a policy might be implemented. The objectives have been adequately
8et out and explained in Parliamentts earlier reports (most recently by
l,!r Murech in 1974) and in the various Cornmission documents. In this chapter,
however, a further attempt will be made to sum up briefly the arguments for
the introductj.on of a cohetrent common transport poJ-icy. Ttrig is done in the
hope of convincing those who feel that out of an inexplicable urge for
harmonization the Community is trying to interfere in a petty way in the
Member Statesr transport policies.
A liberal Soqgton transport .qarEet as a +ecessarv consequenee of -the
Economic Communitv and of lrhe_efforts to achieve economic and moEetarv
union
86. I,todern industrialized countries require a smoothly funetioning transport
aystem, eince all prosperity is based on the division of labour, which always
makes transport services necessary. Through the Common l"tarket the peoples of
Europe are seeking to rationalize their economies and to achieve better and
cheaper supplies through more extensive trading. Just as customs duties are
being abolished in order to achieve this purpose, the physical barriers to
transport must also be removed. The more customs duties and other obstacles
to trade are abolished, the more apparent become the transport difficulties
formerly hidden by these barriers. Even after all customs duties and other
obstacles to conmerce have been eliminated, trade is often still difficult 
,
because transport authorizations are not granted or because there is no road
or rail link between two places on either side of a Community border.
87. I"1r Mursdr's report pointed out that transport difficulties are often
worse than customs duties, because no matter how high a customs duty may be,
it cannot hold up tJre flow of goods, provided the duty can be paid. Horrever,
when a particular form of transport. is not authorized, trade is impossible no
matter how high the price gap may be.
88. The authors of the EEC Treaty were quite right therefore to regard a
traneport policy as an absolutely essential adjunct to the trade policy of a
custorns union. A free market, in goods is pointless, unless it is backed up
by a free market in transport services. fhe present backward state of
Comnunity transport policy might even jeopardize the degree of integration
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that has so far been achieved. No further progress towardE eoonomic and
monetary r:nion will be possible if, as is the case at pr€a€ntr the Member,
States simply defend their oyn interests against each other in transport
matterg.
89. It should also be borne in nind that cross-border transport is not the
only issue involved. Regulations governing transport $rithin the lt{ernber
States mugt aleo be harmonLzed, because transport costs are such an im;rortant
factor in cost structures and general regional policy within the t'tenber States
that there can be no free and fair competit ion betrreen the undertakings of
theee corxttrieE while their legislations are completely different.
2. Restoration of confidence in Communitv poligv in the traneport sector
90. After tvrenty years of a tsmall steps' polic1l and of continual disputes
about periphe:aI matters, the public's confidence in the adrievement of a
cottu[on tranEport policy has been severely shaken, if not altogether
ehattered. 1[he result is that when any nelv proposals are made, the people
concerned ask: why are they doing this to me? fhe railways have had to
dtange their prices, while nothing was done in the case of road and
inland vratervray transport. Road transport was forced to accept social
harmonization, but the railways and the inland waterways did not follor.r suit,
Social harrnonization for road transport was pushed through on grounds of
safety, though in fact this is not justified at all under the freaty. lfhe
tax adjustments ttrat were equally i.mportant for the purpose of harrcnizing
costs vrere not ruade.
Hor,, are lve to explain a policy of this kind to the econonic circles
concerned, to the drivers and to the public as a whole?
91 . FurtJrerrpre, it is not only to.the peoplee of the Mernber StateE that:
thia policy mist be explained, so that ttrey can indicate their approval :
of lt in the normal democratic opinion-forming and decision-making
proceas. The commwrity's credibility vis-i-vis the outside world is also
at etake. How can we stand up to the representatives of third cor:ntries
in negotiations on trade and transport, if we can point to no progreas'
of any kind on these mattere within the Connunity?
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to new terminological difficulties, as it is his express PurPose to find
a way around the difficulties and misunderstandings that have arisen from
the arguments for and against an'overall plan'or'small steps'. He merely
wighee to replace these ambiguous concepts by a clear definition of objectives,
the point of departure, the interrelation between the Parts of the whole, the
links between various elenents and the way in which the various Proceases can
be broken down into smaller segments.
118. With this approach the word 'priority' also acguires a new and more
practical meaning. fn all Community documents to date 'priority' has in
practice rneant no more than that it is felt that in view of current problems
a certain regulation should be adopted as speedity as possible. What connection
th-j-s regulation might have with other regulations has generally been ignored.
It often seems that the Commission's so-caIled 'pragmatic priorities' are
delermined not so much by the problems that need to be solved as by what it
feele it can 'get away with'with the Council. This is no longer a policy
of emal-l stepe but a policy of least resistance.
119. It is obvious, of course, that not all elerents of transport policy are
equally closely connected with the others. Thus several elements of a new
European transport system can be singled out for priority ranking, but yet
are not absoLutely essential for progress on other neasures within the system.
Questions of transport safety, for example, come under this heading. These
are a matter of the very highest priority, and yet if rneasures in regard to
transport safety do not exist, this does not rpan that other measures will
be held up. Another priority which can stand in isolation from all the others
is the question of the European Community driving licence, Yet another '
the establishment of a procedure for fixing summer time jointly, etc.
L2O. These isolated priorities offer a wide political margin for manoeuvre.
The same cannot be said of those elements of transport policy that are more
closely woven into the fabric of the system, and this is even more the case
with regard to those elements which occupy a key position in the system.
Unless a soLution can be found for the problems posed by these elernents of !
the transport policy they might hold up progress all along the line. A11
the efforts of the Commission, the Council and European political life in
general must therefore be concentrated on them.
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113. On the other hand, the interrelationship between the various elerents
of traneport policy should be discussed. This witl determine the extent of
the reasures titat can be taken. The important factor in this discuesion
ehould be not the Peraonal optimism or ;rssimism of thcse taking part or any
emotional preference for pragmatism or systematic arrangenent, but accurate
knovrledge of the various elerents of transport policy and the way in which
they are interrelated. This knovrledge can be extended by neans of systernit
analysis. When the elements of a system, sueh as that of transport policy,
and the way .in which they are interrelated have been accurately determined,
it. is then possible to proceed from the existing situation and, with a view
to the attainment of a given objective, draw up a network plan of the various
interrelated elerents, from which it will be clear what steps must be taken
and in what order, as well as how large these steps can or must be.
114. In thie rePort your committee does not intend to carry out such a
ayatema analyeie, nor doee it intend to present any complete network plag
a gulde to the strategy to be follorued in implenrenting Corununity poticy.
conel.derg thie to be a job for the Commission.
115. The Commission should publish a new edition of it,s 1973 Conununication
and its 1977 working Programme, in which it should outline its objectives
on the basis of the views set out in lhe various Community docunents referred
t,o above (the nemorandum, the Kapteyn reports, the communication, etc. ) and
on which there is supposedly tacit agreement. Taking Lhe present situation
ae its point of de;nrture, it shoutd then show horrr these objectives are to
be reached.
116. This new Commission deument should not take the form once again of aI
memorandum, much less a cqnmunication, but rather of a proposal for a Council
reaolution such ag the L977 gxLority work progranme, or better etill a decision
alonq the lines of the 1965 outline decision. In particular such an approach
would have the effect of ensuring that this time the European Parliament,i
proposed amendments would be put in a more practical form and would thus 
.
possibly ccnrmand more attention.
2. Praqmatic priorities or systems analysis?
LL7. Systems analysis and network pJ-anning are methods or aids to thinking
and planning developed by the science of business management, but arso
applicable to the political planning process. Your rapporteur realizes that
they are only a way of expressing ideas, which can certainly be expressed in
other ways also. Neither does he want to get too deeply embroiled in the
language of eystems analysis and network planning, thus possibly giving rise
a8
It
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The Corunission may be prepared to accept the idea of rtacit agreement' on
sucl an important matter, but this is something that will never satisfy
Parliament.
IO9. your committee would also like to stress that while an overall plan
ie called for, tttis does not mean that once it has been finalized, the
implementation cannot be in the form of small steps-
IlOi ttowever, it would point out ttrat the question of how smal1 the steps
to be takerr in the area of transport policy should be is not something to
be determined by taster precollceived ideas or mere tactics, but an
objective question. Ihere are nany comPonent elements of tansPort
policy that can be put into effect onty en bloc or together, and not in
small steps.
1L1. your committee would dismiss as unworkable any policy of dealing on a
Community basis only with such problems as could be broken down into
eufficiently small elements and simply rejecting, as unsuitable for being
dealt with on a Community basis, such Problems as could only be solved
by larger steps or several steps simultaneously-
112. your committee would propose ttrerefore that the discussion on an
roverall plan. as opposed to rsmall steps' should be discontinued. On the
one hand, there should be a discussion of the objectives of a common
transport po1j.cy, by means of whictr those who want no conmon transPort
policy whatsoever, and thus no common market and no economic union, who do
not see a Europe st'rong and vigorous' because united' as the goal of all
our srork, will be forced to nail their colours to the mast. Itris is true
of the Eurcpean Parliament, in which all the members should be prepared to
stand by their views and take responsibility for their actions and in whidt
we should be prepared to go ahead calmly with a vote on this matter, however
muctr this nright be opposed, but it is also true of the Comrnission, where
the'Conunissioners must make it guite clear how ttrey intend to disctrarge
ttreir mandare and acquit ttremselves of the resPonsibilities imposed on
them by Articles 3 (e) and 74-84 of the EEC Treaty. It is equally true for
the Council of Minieters, whictr must also make it clear once and for all
whether it regards itself as the defender of the traditional rights of
national interest groups or as the powerhouse in the building of a nelvr and
viggrous Europe, whether it acknowledges the responsibility devolving on it
by yirtue of the European Treaties or whether it feels that it must Protect
its-citizens from an excess of EuroPe.
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transport policy that is geared to the eminently foreseeable needs of a
conmon market and moreover of an economic and monetary union, in Ehort
a nodern transport system for half a continent for the next IOO years.
An overall plan is not just a collection of fine words intended to inspire
courage, but the instrument of a policy with clear objectives; without it
such a po1iry can enjoy no credibility and there can be no confidence in
the inetitutions.
1o5. 1rtre policy is being talked to death, and the arguments advanced are
often coloured by preconceived ideas, such as British pragmatism and the
Continental passion for reducing everything to a system. !!any proverbs
and pieces of folklore are tossed around freely in the debate, but the
trouble with proverbs, unfortunately, is that no matter what a proverb
saya, you can always find one to say the opposite. One side will say,
rHe who loves the danger shalI perish therein', but the other side will
optinistically counter, 'A good start is half the battlet'.
106. Of course, the fact is t-hat all the discussion over the past femr years
has led to an excessive polarization of attitudes. In reality the poeitions
taken up by the Comtrission and Parliament on the question of strategy are
not aa far apart as they often seem to be. The advocates of a small steps
policy do have their own overall plan. If this overall plan incortrrorates
a genuine European comttpn transport policy, the only question that remainE
is the tacticaL one of whether the public ought to be acquainted with this
plan, with a view to restoring its confidence, before the small steps are
taken.
Those who advocate an overall plan do not pursue an all-or-nothing
policy either. When the overall plan has been drawn up and the direction
to be taken clearly pointed out, tJrey are naturally prepared to break up
its practieal inplementation into as many small steps as are trnssible and
called for by the nature of the case.
IO7. Your corurLittee would like to make it clear that it rejects the ideas
of thoEe who would be in favour of a small steps policy, because they take
the minimalistic view of a conmon European tlansport poliqf as simply a
meErns of patching up tlte Member States! existing transport systems and do
nctaim at the goal of a genuine comnon transport policy.
1O8. It would also like to make it clear that even a smaIl steps policy
requiree that objectives be clearly defined. Ttris leaves room for discuesion
aa to how much agreement there should be about these objectives and to what
extent and in what legal form the Council of l.Linicters should set them out.
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1O4. The advocates of an overall plan have hitherto had a large najority in
the European Parliament. For some years now, ho{^rever, the CorurisEion has
been turning a deaf ear to tJrem, and even in some quarters in Parliament
tlrey are encountering opposition that they never had to contend with before.
Ihey feel that a small steps policy is unrealistic, because the past'twenty
years have shown that it gets norhere. Ihey argue that if the Cfimunity is not
,strong enought to take the necessary major ateps, then it iE better to wait and
build up that strength t}an to take stepE, however Emal1, in the wrong
direction. It may be true that one should not take on too much at the one
time, but economic and transport policy, especially the latter, simply
cannot be approached on a piecemeal basie. A big push is called for.
Even j.n a Emal1 steps policy mistakes cannot be avoided, since rurless we
know which step to take first we might just as easily trip up. Thus even
for a emall Eteps policy we need an overall plan. lltre Conrnission's answer
to this (and it is bad<ed up by the other advocates of a small steps policy)
is that of course it has an overall plan and does knour where it is heading,
but unlike others it is not spinning webs of fine words rather than forging
ahead. Ttre defenders of the overall plan reply in turn that this is
dishonest and not calculated to inspire confidence, and above all that there
is no reason why the various interests concerned should not have several
such ttacitly understood overall plans' , which would ultimately result in
confusion. In particular, ttacitly understood overall planst cannot be
subjected to parliamentary control. It is conceded that a small steps policy
may be pragmatie, but while pragmatism is all very well in daily ljf e and in
coping with various problems, it is not the answer when a radical reform iE
called for. The Community's task is not to manage the existing transprt
system and take pragmatic action on any problems that nay arise, but to carry
through a radical reform, by means of whidr the nine transport systems of
ttre tlenber States and several international transtrrcrt syEtens, whidr differ
from them but are nevertheless j.nterconnected,would be fused into a new
nodern Eystem as a result of structural changes. Ttre small steps policy is
therefore no more than a minimum policy inplying tJrat the efforts to achieve
a true European comnon transport policig has been abandoned. It is not a
question of trying to prepare for unforeseeable events, but of drawing up a
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in ttris matter so that it was not able to oblige the other institutions to
adopt its line of thinking. Neither, unfortunately, could it convince them
of the soundness and correctness of its ideas.
Arorrrd the end of the '5Os and the beginning of the rSos the public
would have been prepared to accept the idea of a conmon transport policy,
even to the extent of giving up its accustomed way of doing things and
striking out on new paths, it would even have been prepared to make
sacrifices affecting its own established interests. However, the more the
Community turned out to be a failure, and this not only in the transport
Eector, the more this willingness to make sacrifices crumbled away. The
result was tlrat towards the end of the .6Os the day had been won by those
who had unjustifiably acquired special privileges by virtue of the present
outdated transport system and felt that they could defend these privileges
by persuading the public that the present situation was ideal and could not
be improved upon and decrying any interventions on the part of Brussels as
excessive bureaucracy and an infringement of national sovereignty. The
atmosphere in European transport policy at present therefore must be
described as one of extreme lethargy.
A,uay_Sut of the controversv be_t1,veen 
-qhe advocates of a 'small stepsr
pglicv 
-and thosg who caIl for an gverall l1ag
1.
1O2. Your committee would like to
present adopted in ttre discussion
advocate a smalI steps poliry and
be made without an overall p1an.
help to moderate the rigid positions at
on transport policy in Europe by those who
by those who believe that no progress can
1O3. fhe aovocates of a small steps policy claim that they are only being
realistic, in that it has been proved that the Community, especially the
Cor:ncil, ie not in a position to take larger steps, let alone accept an
overall plan. They claim that they are realistic enough to see tJtat the
Community muat not bite off more than lt can chew, and that regrettable
mietakee corrld be made if too much were to be attempted at the one time and
if each new step were not tried and tested before the next one was begun.
Itre advocates of a smaIl steps poliqf regard themselves as pfagmatists, as
they feel that the practical problems that will arise can be overcome by
means of ad-hoc solutions worked out eactr time and that there is no way of
knowing what problems will arise in the near future. llhey regard themselves
as pragnlatists, because they feel that fine words and beautiful flights of
intellect are of no use, if it can be seen in advance that ttrey will not be
backed up by action. They feel that a small steps poJ.icy is more efficient,
since the time needed to draw up grandiose plans could be more sensibly
empJ.oyed in making eteady onward progress. Slow and steady wins the race.
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SECTION III
A. sqratscry foJl the-fur-theg &veloBnegF gf-a grDDo.n-ttglsg)rt pgli.ev
1O1. Before your committee attenpts in this Eection to sketdl a new strateg'y
for inplcmenting a European Community conmon transport policy, it would be
utcful to give a further account of the way the pieces are arranged on the
cheEeboard of European Conununlty transPort Policy.
.. 
r,lfhe Council_of_Migisgere is the nost po\^rerful piece on the board, but
ao farr rpart from a brief, interlude in 1955, it has shown ita strength
solely by rejecting the Commission'E proposals and b:, the majestic c,ontemPt
with which it has filed away important documents in its archives without
rnaking any atterq)t to deal with them or give an opinion on them one way or
another. The Councilrs poIicry can nelther be attadced nor criticized, since
it has sinply never pursued a 1nIicy.
On at leaet two occasions tlre CornmieEiog has tried to draw uP an overall
plan for a colunon transport policy. on neither occaeion, however, were its
argunents Eufficiently compelling to persuade the Council, Parliament or
pnblic opinion that Brusse1E was capable of devising a modern transPort
policy, which ould replace the Member StateEt outdated systems. 'llhe
Corrncil.s failure to take decisions forced the Conrrnission against its will
to embark on a policy cif, Emall steps, by means of which it hoped to wrest
the component elements of a cotrunon tranEPort policy one by one from a
dithering Council . Unfortunately, hotrever, this tactic clid not vrork, and
the Comnission sinply gave up tlre struggle. In about 1973 it decided to
rnake a virtue of necessity and began to defend the srnall steps policlz as
rpragmaticr, and this is what it has been doing ever since. Itris showed
quite clearly that the target lras no longer a genuine cotnrcn transPort policy
but sinply to paint over the crad(s in the !4ember States' transPort systems.
At regular intervals the commrnityts haE
made valuable suggestions with a viemr to improving t]te Commissionrs proposals,
but it also has failed to find a way out of the impasse.
The E-u,r-opean Parliament is tJre only institution that has never given up
tlre attempt to draw up an overall plan for a transport Policy. Cl several
occasions it has, eittrer on its orrn initiative (the first and Eecond Kaptelm
reports) or by way of repty to the Comnissionrs proposals (reports by
Ur uiitler-Hermann, ltr Brunhes and l,lr Mursch), submitted fairly comprehensive
plans for a genuine common transport policy whidr were not merely a timid
compromiae betvreen the traneport systems of the Mernber StateE but something
completely new whictr could have Ied to the modernization of transport policy
in Europe. Unfortunately, however, the European Parliament can only advise
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of labour. It is technological progress and division of labour 
"f"o tf,"t
rnake EuroPean cooperation such a necessity. In addition to this, however,
closer cooperation wittr all countries in the world is necessary, and
particularly for Europe, which in its entire economy is so heavily dependent
on world trade. Ttre more those countries whictr have hitJrerto supplied Europe
with raw materials develop industrially, tie more they will look for a share
in the Profits arising out of transport services. This is why UNCTAD has
become so involved in all questions relating to sea transport. In the same
way. the advance of industrialization in the COMECON countries is the reasonfor their ernergence on worrd markets. untir recentry t].e soviet union ,
an enormous landmass spanning two continents, and in tjre happy positionbeing able to organize its own trade between its highly industrialized 
r
was
of
areas
and :'ts underdeveloped areas along ttre lines of the trade traditionally
carried out by Europe with ottrer cont,inents. rn ttre rast two decades, however,the soviet union has made such enormous advances that it can no ronger confineitself to trade within its own territory, unress it wants to pass up important
opportunities for growth. without going into the politicar reasons for and
consequences of this development at this point, it may be simply stated as afact that Lhe state-trading countries are penetrating on to worrd markets and
world transport markets. Ttrey are doing this with all the resources at theirdisposal; fcr exarnple, at the cost of the standard of living of their
citizens (in western terms one wourd have to say at the cost of the tax_payer) and without any regard for profitability, they are undercutting theprices asked by the western concerns with which they are competing. Thisgives rise to serious problems for sea and air transport, but increasj.ngly
also for road transport and even in the near future for the conmunityrsinland water*ray transport (see above).
99 ' Ttrere can 
'e 
no doubt that it will be possibre in the course of
negotiations to state objectives, and to find ways to persuade tJe state-trading countries to observe the rules of the game and to enable thedeveloping countries to take their share in worrd transport withoutdestroying the very foundations of free competitiorr or forfeiting the highdegree of efficiency that has hitherto characterized worrd sea transport.Ehis presupposes, however, that atl the parties concerned know tJreir own
minds and that each one oPerates a system in which efficiency and costs arethe determining factorsr drld not presti.ge and lust for power, subsidies andtax subterfuges' rn other words, if it is to be enabled to compete at worldleve1 with tjre developing countries and the COMECON corrntries, the Communily
neede a common transport policy for all five modes of transport (andpresumabry for l0ng-distance transport arso in the near future) 
.
100.
t4pe. We must face up to the fact that the time for shilly-shallying isWe have good reason to
to five years we have
which we can fall bacl<
fear drastic consequences, unless within the next
drawn up for ourselves a complete transport policy,
for support in negotiations with the outside world.
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96. Apart fr:om this important internal reason, however, there arE at least
two external reasons why the common transport policy is engaged in a race
againet the clock. Ttre first is that work is progressing steadily on the
Rhine - !,!ain - Danube canal , and this is a time-bomb ticking ahtay under the .
chair of every Western European politician engaged in shaping tranEPort
policy. When this piece of engineering, which is one of the wonders of tlre
century, is completed - probably around the beginning of the t.8os - nottring i
in Central and Western European transport poJ-icy will ever be the same again.
1Jhe countries of Southeast Europe and the Soviet Union will be able to
Tpenetrate through ttris canal into the Rtrineland and into the canale of
Western Europer ?nd they will invoke the terms of the llannheim Convention td
demand freedom of the waten^rlys for themselves. In Germany there are still
some legal experts on transport matters who believe that it will be possible
to debar the Eastern European competitors from the Rhine because of West i
German sovereignty over this section of the canal, but this is no more than
iirtt,rt thinking. Ttre position is in no way altered by the fact that the Geruran
authoritiee are stressing German sovereignty over the new waterway by levying
shipping dues on the completed stretches of the canaI. For sqne time now the
Soviet technical journals have been setting out the argumenLs that will be
advanced by Swiet lawyers for demanding the freedom of the waterways. And no
rnatter what happens, negotiations will be held in which the Comnunity will cut
a very poor figure, unless a cornmon policy on inland waterl,{ay transport has
beeen worked out by then, including regulations on infrastructure coste,
tar<ation, capacity and pricing. We must not forget either that these
n'egotiatione will not take place in the palaiB du Rhin in Strasbourgr head-
quarters of the Central Conmission for the Navigation of the Rhine, but in all
prcbability in New York in the United Nations Building.
Ttre Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine has meanlrhile made
a great deal of progress in discussing these questions, although the fact is
that a sol..rt,ion is required that has the backing of the whole Conmunity.
With the adoption of a supplementary proteol
on 23-24 November 1978 the Council took the first
There is still a long way to go, hovrever.
to the ttannheim Convention
step in this direction.
ln97. l[he second external reason why the Community is under pil"tor. of time
working out and implementing a common transport policy is the increasing
competition from third countries. This comes on the one hand from the
developing ccuntries, which are marching relentlessly onward and on tne o*rei
hand from the COMECON countries, whictr are anxious to push theit vttay on to the
world market with its rich pickings in foreign currencies.
98. 1[he world is getting smaller all the time. Countries that formerly
hardly knew anything of each other are now dependent on each other in every
aspect of ttreir daily lives and econorties because of the worldruide divieion
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If clif f iculties crop up over and over again in or.u negotiations with,
for example, Switzerland and Austria, on whose cogperation the Cornmunity
depends so nuch because of their geographical position, this is not because
theee neighbouring countries are in any way lacking in goodwill. On the
cgntrary, they have shown at every turn that they are prepared to agree to
eeneibly planned and carefully worked out conununity proposals and to
incorporate them into their own policies. Hoqrever, how can Switzerland be
expected to negotiate with the community on the l"lannheim Convention when our
own policy on inland water*ray transport is in its present state? How can
Austria be expected to negotiate with ttre Community on payment for the usE
of transport infrastructures, when the Community has taken no step fon*ard
in the past twenty years in its effort to regulate this matter and when i
mogt of us do not even believe any longer that we can ever do anyttring about
it? t
92. Within its own bor:ndaries,the Community has deslroyed public confidence
in the achievement of a transport poJ-iry, and it has not gained any
credibility in the outside wor1d.
93. 1[he Comrnr:nity must therefore adopt measures to restore confidence and
credibility, and these measures can only take the form of the adoption by
the councir of Ministers of a long-term action progranme with clearly
defined objectives.
3. fhe comrnon_transpor! pglicv jln a race aqaigst the cloclcl
94. Until recently it was felt that there was lots of time to develop a
Community transport policy. Now, however, it is becoming increasingly clear
that tltis is not the case. ltre various reasons for this will be set out
in the follovring paragraphs.
95. In the next few years the Community must make the transitior, f.o111 
" 
'
customa and agricultural union to a genuine economic and monetary unionr |.€.
to a real self-contained Economic Community. Recenf- events on the world
economic scene have shown that we can no longer coast along in the wake of
the United States of America. However, a common translDrt policy is
absolutely essential for any economic union. We have to realize that rnany
elements of a transport policy will need a certain ,running-in. period
before they begin to function perfectly, and to this extent alone we have
to face the fact that we are racing against the cIock. !,tr Murschts report
explaine why an economic union is inconceivable without a tranaport policy.
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regarded as compensation for this competitive disadvantage. But it is
impossible to estimate even approximately whether the two factors -
infrastructure cost advantage of the other modes of transport and the
railways, deficit - balance out. Inevitably, therefore, the entire business
management structure of the railways lacks transparency and all plans
and decisions concerning the railways are not based on proPer accounting
methods or economic criteria'
156. your committee would point out that the absence of a solution to
railway deficits leads to a rationalization loss whieh may well result
in a reductj-on of several per cent in the standard of living of the
population of Europe as a whole. This is a dramatic policy failure in
all the Member States. If ittook corrective measures, the Community
could achieve €rrr €Dormous rationalization benefit for all the Member
Stat,es.
157. your committee would also point out that because of the extent to
which transPort routes are interrelated on an international scale' no
solution can be found at national level even in the case of the railways '
despite their regional monopolies, and that the EuroPean community covers
a sufficiently large area for it to be able to implement a basic change
in railways policy without any risk of major international distortion of
competition with respect to third countries. on the contrary, if the
Communityimplementedsuchapolicysuccessfully'itislikelythat
neighbouring third countries would accePt and help to suPPort that policy'
1581. The harmonization of social provisions, fiscal and technical
harmonization in the railways sector can be taken step by step and their
timing aligred . with the corresponding measures in the other modes of transport
EO that at every stage the effecte and cost burden of social, fiscal and
safety provisions applicable to all modes of transport could be brought
into line.
159. The reorganization policy, however, must not be approached piece.
meal: it must be adopted and implemented as a whole, with particular
reference to me3sures adopted in the other modes of transport for the
recovery of infrastructure costs '
5. Ports
160. For too long nour the community has excluded ports from its activities
andindeedfromitsthinking,regardingthemascomingunderthesea
transport sector, and thus, pursuant to Article 84 of the EEC Treaty,
outside its jurisdiction. on the basis of the trends observed since
1953, the European Parliament has come to the conclusion that' because
of the geographic structure of the European continent, virtually every
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policy, e.g. in connection with the accession of the cqnnunity as such to this
international agreement. The review conference must submit a long-term plan
for the apportionment of infraetructure costs and their recovery through fuel
oil taxee, vehicle taxes (a vehicle tax for barges could be made up of contri-
butiona from the laying-up fund, from scrapping funds and canal tolls), for a
capacity policy and a price policy for lnland waterway transport. Ttre propoaals
will require Switzerland to make more sacrifices than it does at present.
Hovrever, the Community can offer Switzerland somethlng in return: Swiss barges
could in the near future sail through Corununity countries not only to the ports
in the Rhine delta but soon to Odessa and !4arseilles as well.
L52. The other details of the inland water:trays policy, such as social
prOvisions, recognition of certificates, etc., can be approached piecemeal
on the same basis as in the road transport policy: the greater the degree
of harmonization, the legs control needed for international transport;
for every step forward in equality, an additional measure of freedom .
153. Once again we must note, hovever, that this network plan for inland
water^ray transport is interconnected with the network plan for road and
rail: the great step forward tohrard.s the recovery of infrastructure costs
by the inland waterrray sector, that is, the transfer from the national
budget via taxes and levies to the inland waten^tay carriers and from them
via their charges to the transport users, can only succeed if at the same
time the inland water^ray transport sector's competitors - road and rail -
bear their infrastructure costs in fulI. For the railways this means a
reorganization of their finances and an end to the practice of subsidizing
their losses.
4. Railwavs
LS4. Whereas the inland waterr,rray transport sector and the roads coflE)ete
only in srome areas, the railways compete fiercely in almost every sector
of their activities with one or both of the other,modes of transport. It
iE therefore reasonable to begin the section on railways by considering
coordination which, in the case of the other two modes of transport, was
dealt with at the end of Sections 3 and 4. The railways bear their orn
infrastructure costs and since the end of the last century have been
subjected to many government policy decisions which their competitors
have been spared. This has adversely affected their competitive position
and resulted in large deficitis in all countries.
155. The Community has already drawn up a complete package of regrulations
to reorganize the railways, the only drawback being that they are not
applied. In practice, the llember States have not given up the idea of
covering all the railways' deficite, nor have they done away with the
out-dated burdens imposed on the railways. The reason for this is very
simple: Until- such time as the recovery of infrastructure coats has been
regulated for the other modes of transport, the railway deficit can be
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L46. In its assessment of the tlannheim Convention your committee would not
like to give the false impression that it considers the convention as
disastrous for the community. on the contrary, it is a piece of European
legislation from the previous century. AlI the difficulties arising from
it do so only because the tteruber states of the community are not the only
signatories +-o the Mannheim convention. And this fact is in itself no
reason to fear the worst for the Community transport policy- As we have
already said, switzerland has long since demonstrated that it is prepared
to adopt any sensible proposal which fairly takes account of its interests
and does ngt eall- for greater sacrifices than the Community countriee are
prepared to make in the interest of modernizing the transport policy'
But mutual trust cannot be marketed piecemeal or divided up into individual
measures. For this reason as well as because of the interdependence of
all measures relating to internal waternay transport - recovery of
infrastructure cosrta, tax harmonization, price format,ion, approximation of
capacity, etc. - one major step which must be incorporated in the network plan
for Comrrunlty action in this sphere is the updating of the lilannheim Convention '
The accegsion of the community to the Mannheim convention could help to bring
thie about.
L4?. The Community must not attempt to get round the I'tannheim Convention
by individual measures. The Court of Justice of the EuroPean Communities
was quite right to criticize this policy when it del'ivered its ruling on
the arrangements for laying up vessels.
148. What is required is an extension of the principles of freedom laid
dotrn in the Ivlannheim Convention to the west European inland watertray
sector as a whole and the uPdating of the rules relating to Rhine traffic
to bring them into line with modern conditions and with the need to coor-
dinate the various modes of transport,. ItIe Central Cqnmission for the
Navigation of the Rhine is working on these questiona, but a modern system
can be established only through cooperation between the CCNR and the Community.
L4g. The Community's attemPt to control capacity on the Rhine by
eetablishing a laying-up fund to comPensate o&rners of temporarily laid-
up vessels is a totatly unacceptable measure. Anyone can see that a
measure rellzing on adaptation to the economic circumstances of the day aid
to water levels must end in fiasco unless at the same time a fundamental
adjustment is made to the long-term demand situation by means of a gcrapPing
operation backed uP by our on-going capacity policy'
L5O. So far the Court of JuEtice has protected the Community againet this
inevitable failure by declaring the laying-up schene contrary to the Treaties
on altogether different, i.e. inetitutional, grounds'
15I. .I,he common inland h,aterway transPort policy can make no Progress until
the Mannheim Convention is adapted to the requirements of a modern transport
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wait for the adoption of the cost recovery system but may be tackled in
advanee. (The community's tasks in this sphere - individual projects -
include large-scale projects such as the construction of a Channel Tunnel.)
L4L. The remaining decisions may be taken step by step. For example,
harmonization of the other licensing conditions can be introduced progres-
sively according to objective and subjective criteria. As regards
internationai transport, these individual measures can be aligned with
each other so that in each case progress in the sphere of cost harmonization
can be accompanied further progress tourards liberalization, i.e. an increase
in quotas and relaxation of the rules relating to price formation.
j-42. This section on road transport would be incomplete without a reference
to the fact that all the proposed arrangements must be fitted into an
overall plan to coordinate the various modes of transPort. The timing of
measures fcr the recovery of infrastructure costs for road transPort must
be aligned with the programme to reorganize the railways and or course
with a corresponding programme for the recovery of infrastructure costs in
the inland waterways sector. The liberalization of road transport must
also be aligned with progress in a common Ports policy, since many asPects
of present road transport policy in several Member States are carefully
geared to the prevailing competitive situation in the Ports and cannot be
changed unless that situation is changed.
3. Inland wateln^rey-Lf@
L43. The major objectives of a national inland water:vray transPort policy
are basicalJ.y the same as for road transport, although the emphasis is
different. For example, in the inland waterway sector a satisfactory
solution has already been reached in the harmonization of the dimensions
of canal cross sections and barge dimensions -
L44. One specific feature of European inland waterway transport policy
is that all attempts to draw up common rules repeatedly come up against
the Mannheim Convention. When plans are being considered for the harmoniz-
ation of capacities, recovery of transport infrastructure costs, price
policy, fiscal or social harmonization, account must always be taken of
the fact that barge traffic on the Rhine is subject to obligations under
international law taid dor,rn in the Mannheim Convention.
L4S. your ccmmittee would emphasize that there is no point in attempting
to draw up one inland waten^ray policy for the area col/ered by the Mannheim
Convention and another elsewhere. This would be Bointless in particular
because in geographical and economic terms the Rhine is the backbone of
the weFJt t{uropean inland waterway system.
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and franctions of percentage shares in the vehicle market which are at
stake but the transPort policy as a whole and multi-million pound road
construction decisions, then surely at sometime in the near future the
Community would find the strength to work out a solution which would
provide a guideline for the next 50 years and one which many countries in
the world would probably follovr. The decision on the raxim'rm dimensions
and weights for conunercial vehicles is as important as standardization of
track gauges for the railwaYs.
L37. Once thie basic issue has been decided, the next problem is the
introduction of a common system for the recovery of infrastructure costs '
lllhe method of charging must be based on the 'user Paya' Principle. It must
be as equitable as possible al-though total perfection need not be sought'
In any event, a more difficult problem than finding a sophisticated
forrmrla for apportioning costs among the various road users is to establish
what basic and secondary eosts should be included when infrastructure costs
are being calculated. In recent years environmentalists have put fortpard
some convincing arguments for the inclusion in infrastructure costs of
all secondary expenditure associated with road traffic, such as Protection
against noise, city centre redevelopment, provision of parking facilities,
rehousing, traffic safety, administration of justice, traffic police,
aecOndary cosEs arising from accidents and not covered by insurance' etc'
138. The Community faces a formidabletagks but in solving this problem
it would be serving its o,yn interests by promoting the conunon transPort
system, and also those of the nine Member States, which have so far been
unable to find a satisfactory solution. If, on the basis of the current
comnission proposals, the community succeeds in working out a good and
up-to-date system for recovering infrastructure costs'then it i9 highly Probabre
that many third countries will follot^, its example, for nowhere in the world
has such a system been develoPed.
I3g. Once a common system of charging for the use of transport infrastruc-
tures has been adoPted,the next step will be to reach agreement on common
arrangements for the collection of these charges, Ieading to harmonization
of vehicle taxes, fuel oil taxes and road tolls. (To be meaningful, both measures
must naturally be adopted at the same time' )
14O. After deciding on allocation of costs and collection arrangements and
thus resolving the problem of infrastructure costs, the commrnity ean
develop'a long-term common road construction finance progralme aa Part
of its eooperation in the sphere of government budgets and conjunctural
poticy. The community's.minor road construction tasks - for example,
cloging gaps in the road network at the borders between Cornmunity countries
(the community job to do at the internal frontiers) not only for long
diatance routes but also for regional and even local road systems - need not
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decisions on the licensing of road users' vehicles according to
their technical specifications,
decisions on price formation.
If we consider the order in which these decisions must be taken and
what internal links exist between these individual decisions and between
them and other transport policy decisions, then we see that improvement
of the road netvrork depends quantitaLively not only ou the financial
resources available (the amount of which is related to the system used
for recovering inf,rastructure costs but also on the demand for road trans-
port services and on the decision on how far the demand should be met when
other modes of transport (railways) are available. Qualitatively, decisions
on road construction depend largely on the kind of vehicles to be allowed
on the roads, that is, on the maximum dimensions and weights. Bridges
and bends must be tailored to the largest vehicles authorized. Agreement
on a long-term road construction Programme can be reaehed only if the
kind of vehicles to be using the roads is known in advance. Agreement on a
meanlngful eommon aystem for recovering infrastructure costs - which requires
alignment of specific transport taxes, especially vehicle taxes and fuel
oil taxes and a common policy on any road levies such as motorway tolls -
can be reached only if the kind of road vehicles to be authorized is kno*n
in advance. Finally, agreement on a caPacity policy relating to the
number and carrying capacity of goods transport vehicles can be reached
only if the maximum dimensions and weights are laid down at the outset.
135. As regards the integration of transport factors into the overall
network plan to be drawn up, it becomes obvious from the above that the
question of dimensions and weights is of vital importance for major
progress in a road transport policy and that there can be no hope of making
major headway with the common transport policy until this problem is
solved.
136. The Comrnunity would therefore do well to concentrate its initial
efforts on finding a solution to this problem. ft may well be that the
adherents of the globa1 policy, of whom we have so meny in the Community,
will questiorr the wisdom of making any Progress dependent on a solution
to one of the most difficult problems. Nevertheless, experience has
shown that tax 6s3pepization has proved impossible and no other decisions
have been taken. why is this so? Simply because the problem of dimensions
and weights has not been resolved. As a matter of fact, in the ProPosals
submitted by the Commission, Parliament and the various Member States at
present being considered by the Council of l,linisters all that is at issue
is an axle weight of half a ton. If only a}l those involved could finally
real-ize that it is not simply the competitive position of the motor industry
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1AO. The common transport policy must Provide for free movement of trans-
port market through liberalization of trans-frontier traffic, establish
competition on the common transport market on an equitable basis through
harmonization of cost factors and state intervention, and prevent struc-
tural distorticns from arising between the llember States by the implementation
of a comon solution to the problem of coordinating the varioue modes of trane-
pojt._ It m"st also lend a European dimension to infrastructure policy.
131. Such a target excludes the possibility of regarCing the common
tranEport policy as a mere embellishment exercise; what is needed is a
common transport philosophy. This means, for example, that we cannot
have one llember State treating the railways as a public service and a
rpublic utility while another considers them to be a commercial under-
t.:.irrg like any other. We cannot have one Member State spending enormous
sums of money to extend its inland waterways and motorway networks while
another prefers to restrict these modes of transport and encourages the
railways, and so on.
L32. From the outset it is impossible to imagine that the Community will
either decide on the principle of a transport policy based on the free
market economy or opt for a strictly controlled system. As previous
parliamentary reports have pointed out, the Community's transport policy
will no doubt lead to a mixed system halfing bet$reen total freedom and
total control. We can assume therefore, that the discussion of principles
nsed not be pushed to their ultimate conclusion. Hor^rever, we must bear in
mind that the overall structure of the European Economic Community, is
based on free competition, its basic element, and that consequently the
transport policy may diverge from a free transport market only in cases
where it is unavoidable and only to the extent that it is absolutely
negessary. Othertpise - as is at Present the case in so many Member States -
it would be a foreign body within the general economic environment.
I3-3. Having sketched out the objectives, we should novr put forward some
suggestions concerning the content of a network plan; for the sake of
simplicity we have considered the various modes of transport individually,
but this must not blind us to the fact that in the actual network plan
to. be drawn uP by the Commission, one of the most important factors could
be the interconnection between the various modes of transport.
2.' Road transport
13i. The major functicns of a national road transport policy are:
decisions on improvements to the road network,
decisions on how the costs of the road network should be recovered
from road users,
decisions on the licensing of road users and transport under-
takings,
decisions on the licensing of road users' vehicles according to
number and carrying capacity,
- 
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far-reaching freedom of movement across frontiers, althougt- tfr" attainment
of total perfection in this sphere is expressly excluded. with this
reservation hle can say that the objective of the common transport policy
is the establishment of a 'common transport market'. Since the cormrunity,s
overall poricy is aimed at freedom of movement in a larger market and
encourages competition as the driving force for progress, the transport
policy, too, must be based on the6e principles if the transport sector
ie not to be a foreign body in the economy as a whore. competition is
Lntended to encourage transport undertakings to be more efficient, and govern-
menta ghould help boost the performance of the European transport system by
pureuing an appropriate infrasLructure policy.
L29. conaeguently the common transport system should have the following
characteristics :
- 
competition should enabre the undertakings and modes of transport
which shorp their superiority in terms of quarity and cost to become
firmly established on the marketl
- transport undertakings must not discriminate between different
but comparable transport users i
- 
governments and public transport undertakings must not adopt or
maintain provisions which discriminate between the various modes
of transport (principle of equal treatment):
- 
there should be no obstacles raised or price increases made for
international transport across the Community's internal frontiers
where these do not appry to domestic transport in the individuar
countries;
freedorn of estabrishment for undertakings and freedom of movement
for transport workers must be subjeet to no greater restrictions
in the conununity as a whole than in the individual Member states;
a1l state intervention in the l,lember States rendered. necessary by the
special aspects of the transport market must be harnonized so that
any remaining differences in the regislation do not result in any
substantial cost distortions for transport undertakings or transport
users i
alr interventions on the common transport market for reasons of
short-term economic policy, regional policy, energDr policy or
environmentar policy should be based on common principres so that
no market disturbanee ensues,
the Menber states and the community shourd lay down common l0ng_term
objectiveg for infrastructure policy.
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SECTION IV:
-
Network plan for a common transport policv
I
L25. It is not the aim of this section to formulate a complete network
plan for the Community's transPort policy since this is - as we have
already said - the Commi:sion's responsibility. Again, we have already
said on many occasions that this report does not aim principally at
formulating objectives or elaborating methods but at setting out the
fimnlementation measures and tactics for the procedures to be applied in
!,he ephere of the common transPort policy. However, a r-airly large number
of medbers of your cormittee have suggested that this report could be
uEed as the basis for a debate both in committee and in the House, on
the content cf the conrmon transPort policy. It can indeed only be to
6ur advantage if we ean avoid an abstragt procedural debate which takes no
iccount of the essential issues. Another argument in favour of an in-
depth debate is the fact that since Parliament's last resolution on this
fiatter, it L974, there have been some changes in the composition of
parliament with the result that not all the political forces currently
*epresented in Parliament have had the opportunity of exPressing an
bpinion on the principles of the transport policy'
L26. The follor.ring remarks concerning the possible outline and content
of a net$rork plan for the common transport policy should help in
preparing for an in-depth debate of this nature. References to previous
parliamentary reports will be unavoidable.
1. The aim: a liberal common transport market and provision for the
Corununitv of the best possible transport services
L27. Like any other serious action programne, a network plan must start
with an idea of what is to be achieved which is regarded as a 'Pre-aet
target, when the network plan is being deduced from the systema analysis
and the methods for implementing the desired procedures are developed
irom the way in which the individual elements interconnect.
tr28. What should the common transPort policy take as its objective?
lfhe transport objective may be deduced from the idea behind the Community
ps such. A common market and increased trade on the basis of free
gompetition should increase the standard of living of the citizens of
lthe !{ember states or at least maintain it at a specific Ievel. In the
transport sector, too, that is in the transport services market, condi-
lions similar to those existing in a national market must be created.
Slnce the eetabl.iehment of bhe ECSC in 1953 the term 'conditiong similar
to thoae existing in a national market' has been understood to involve
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3. A network plan for the common transport policv
121. The conununity's transport policy has ground to a halt. we must, find
a meana of impressing on the decision-making bodies (Council), the economic
circles directly concerned and the public in general the need for European
Corununity meas,ures. This coul-d be achieved by rneans of a network plan
analyzing the present situation with all its unhealthy features, defining
the objectivee of transport policy and showing how one can proceed to the
attainrent of theee objectives. The way in which the various elements of
'tranaporE policy are interrelated would also have to be shovrn, together
with a clear indlcation of which measures, for example, should be taken
together, which would depend on the prior adoption of other measures, egc.
L22. Thie will inevitably cause old arguments to flare up again, but this
tire, let, us hop", on a higher level. For example, before the EEC Treaty
wae concludeo and even aftetlrards, there was much discussion as to whether
cost bases should first be harmonized so that more liberalization could be
achieved in international tranaport, or whether the reverse wae t,he proper
procedure. Each party to this discussion argued from the standpoint of his
own interests without any attempt to get dolrrn to a detailed analysis of the
real situation. Finally it was agreed that harmonization and liberalization
ahould proceecl side by side. 'For every piece of harmonization a piece of
liberalization', etc.
L23. Hoarever, in view of the 'smalr steps, policy the two questions were
never discueeed at the satre time, with the result that, as each govern[Ent
enjoyed an absolute right of veto in the council of Ministers, the friends
of harmonization shot down proposals for liberalization every time, while
the friends of liberalization did the sane to harmonization reasures. A
community poricy cannot make any real progress in this way.
L24. In the light of the dire conseguences with which the Community is
threatened, it is abeolutely imperative that an action pran be soon drawn up
for traneport policy, which will force the decision-making bodies to do
aonething. rt should not be just a list of measrures and deadlines and
unreasoned priorities, but rather a network plan drawn up on the basis of
ayatems analyeis, which will set out clearly the way in which the various
measurea are interrelated. This is important, since after atl these years
hrithout progresa, it is essential to inspire conviction and win back
confidence.
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transport po.]-icy measure taken in the road, rail and inland vratenays
sectors has widespread repercussions on competition between ports. This
was fully explained in the Seifriz and Seefeld reports (Doc. L4O/67 and,
Doc. LO/72) and needs no repetition here.
Since 1974 the Commission, in cooperation with ports representatives,
has compiled important basic data and improved its general knowledge of the
subject, although it has not so far submitted any specific proposars.
151. In a European network plan for the development of a transport policy,
therefore, hre must ensure that we reach agreement on certain prineiples for
a seaports policy at a very early stage.
L62. rn this instance yet again the community cannot hope to get round
the problem with a piecemeal approach.
153. A European ports policy means that the Community must work out
how the Ports' competitive position should develop once the transport
sector has been reshaped into a common transport market. It is not the
task of this report to go into this rnatter in detail, but your committee
must emphasize that a European poricy applicable to rail, inland water-
ways and roads will be incomplete unless the ports' interests are also
taken into account. rf we do not accept this we shall have to reckon, as
in the past, with justified resistance to the Community's transport policy
on the part of pressure groups representing. the ports.
L64. Quite independently of the above a'rguments, if sea transport is brought
within the sphere of the community's transport policy a common ports
policy becomes imperative. rt could be, more over, that the overall
concept underlying the network plan would help to resorve some of the
difficulties that have arisen in the past when ports policy has come under
discussion: harbour dues, port regulations, port extensJ_ons, improvement
to shipping channels, etc., come into the foreground the moment sea trans-
port is included in the Community's sphere of activity. Port competition,
especially with reference to connections with the hinterland and all the
associated transport aspects, must however, first be placed in context
with them and an outline of a future ports policy must be inctuded in
the target for the network plan.
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6. Sea transport
165. There is no need to consider the sea transport sector at great
length since it has recently been dealt with in detailed reports by
lilr Prescott (Doc. 479/76), l4r Seefeld (ooc. S/Zt ) and l,[r l,lcDonald
(Doc. 47/78). An approach based on systems analysis will show that sea
transport policy is closely allied to shipbuilding policy and that at
present the Community nay well be in danger of making a big mistake: the
Council of l,linisters has accepted a conciliation procedure which, honrever,
is only to cover policy towards third countries and cooperation in
international organizations. There isa discrepancy between the Conmunity's
internal transport policy and its international sea transport policy:
with no logical justification, ports policy and sea transport policy are
not applied to t-rade between the Member States.
L66. Your committee would poilt out that the policy to^'ards third coun-
tries wiLl have no credence unless an internal sea transport policy is
also pursued.
7. Air transport
L57. As in the case of sea transport the characteristic feature of the
iir transport policy is the close connection with the policy on the air-
craft industry. Fragrrnentation in the aireraft industry corresPonds to
fragmentation in air transport itself. The European aircraft industry
can only make progress if it has a sufficiently large and strong domestic
market. It is quite true that of all the continents, Europe is the least
suited to air transport. It is, therefore, all the more important for
the Community countries to combine their smaIl airspaces and control them
j oint ly .
158. Eurocontrol should not be run do'rn but rather improved, and a
common commercial airspace should correspond to the common technical
airspace. Negotiations with third countries should only be carried out
jointly and within the Community there should be no horse-trading for
landing rights before the various routes are allocated; instead the
Cornmunity should draw up a rational system of air routes for Europe and
only then grant licences to the individual airlines (which cooperate
most efficiently). These questions have been considered in detail in
the reports drawn up by Mr NoB and !1r Guldberg (Ooc. tSS/72 and Doc.
203/76) .
169. lt should algo Lre point:erl orrl lrere that the nature of the connec-
tlon between the various aspects of the air transport poliey has not
been made sufficiently clear in Community discussions. The Conunission
has veered between putting most emphasis on air transport or the aircraft
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industry and has never been able to make clear the real internal connection.
Ttre priority programme for air transport adopted by the Council at its ,fune
1978 meeting gives the impreEsion that the real priorities, e.9. the future of
Eurcontrol have been omitted because they are highly sensitive subjects.
Nevertheless, a start has been made and it remains to be seen what progress
can be made in the near future.
o
L7O. In conclusion, your committee would once again emphasize that it is the
task of the Conmiesion to draw up a network plan for the implementation of a
colunon transport policy, submit this network plan as a proposal for a Council
decision and then, once approved by the directly elected Parliament, defend
its proposal in the Council with all its might.
I71. Some proposals for improvements in the Community's procedures will
be given in Section V. However, none of these proposals can replace the
need for the Commission to try to push through a binding plan of action in
the Council.
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SECTTON V
L72. The considerable lack of progress made with the common transport
policy is partly due to institutional deficiencies in the structure of the
Community. Many of these deficiences affect not onl], the transport policy,
but the community as a who1e. Your committee would not tike to anticipate
more thorough investigations by those bodies of Farliament and the community
apecifically concerned with institutional questions. But it does wish to
make comments on all institutional guestions which appear of importance for
the trangport policy, and the appropriate bodies may view these comments as
a contribution to their working documents. only those proposars whose
implementation can be of use in advancing the transport policy have been
lncorporated in the motion for a resolution.
1.
L73' Particularly since the Luxembourg disagreenent of 1966 t,he commj-ssion
hae fought a desparate battle to assert itself as the poritical organ of the
community rather than being demoted to the councir,s secretariat. rn the
transport policy field there have unfortunately been all too many occasions
when the council has assigned one task or another to the commission, even
though under the community's constitution the comnrission has an exclusive
right of initiative and a monopoly as resJards the drafting of proposate.
L74' A11 in atl the comnission has perhaps shown sonrewhat ress courage inthe transport field than in other sectors. Thus in the areaa of air transport
and gea transport it has for years (in one case six yearsl) left the initiative
to the council (which has done nothing), with a reference to Article a4el,
while in other fields the commission has been active even though aSnrt fromArticle 235 trre Treaty doee not provide any regar basis for such action.
L75' rn addition, the commission does not have sufficient staff for thetransport sector. only about 50 category A officiars are emproyed in theDirectorate-General for Transport, and they are hopelessly overrdorked in
many sub-sectors 
- From time to time a single officiar has had to deal withquestions relating to sea transport and ports and top-Ievel ex;rerts from
nine countries at the negotiating table.
T\Io or three commission officiaLs handle the important problems ofthe railways, and this at. a time when there is growing concern over the
milliona being loet on the railways, more insistent demands are being madefor radlcal reforme and the rairway workers, trade unions are etaging
demonatratione in Brueecla.
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In many areas the Commission can just about cope with the work in
progress (32 files) o without taking any new steps to provide for the future.
It is hardly able to make any contribution to important discussions. fn
various areas it, has simply ceased work altogether becuuse of lack of staff.
These include:
Transport safety
Transport and enrrironmental protection
Transport and regional- policy
Research poliey in the transport field
Urban transport
and many others.
Your committee would condenn any refusal during the deliberations on the
budget to alleate:nore staff to the Commission to deal with transport ques-
tions on the grounds that the transport policy is making no headway. It is
to be feared that one of the reasons for the lack of progress is precisely
the shortage of staff in the appropriate directorate-general.
Another example of the serious consequences of staff shortages is the
abandonrent of fundanrental debates on all sectors before they are brought to
any kind of successful conclusion.
L76. fn the past the Commission as a body has also neglected its responsibility
with regard to transport policy. Transport policy may be regarded as not
having any 'glamour', but it should not therefore be left entirely to the
Commiaeioner within whose terms of reference transport faIJ-s. This is unfair
to the Commigsioner coneerned and does not contribute to the Commission's
ability to convince the Transport Ministers. Since 1973 the idea of getting
the Council to agree to an overall line on'transport policy has apparently
been abandoned. Your committee has noted that since 1973, for example, the
Commission has openly pursued and defended a 'step-by-sr-ep policy' in the
transport sector, while equally frankly advocating the development of an
overall approach in other areas (this is particularly true of the regional
policy, for which your cornmittee is likewise the committee responsible).
The Commission c,.lununication on guidelines for Cornmunity regional policy
(Oe. Lg3/77, p. 1) states, for example, that 'the time has come for the
Corununity to define clearly an overall approach to Community regional policy
for the coming years and to specify in detail the measures to be adopted with-
ln the framework of the policy'. llhe same has long been the case with transport,
where the problems are no more difficult. It can therefore also be said that
there is a lack of internal coordination within the Commission, which can but
be harmful to the credibility of European policy.
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Cooperation between the Commission and the Council
177. Day-to-day cooperation between the Commission and the Council takes
place in the transport working party of the Permanent Representatives of
the Member Sgates, a grouP which will be deatt with separately below' This
'lower, level is often unable to make a political breakthrough in
conEroversial matters. The l,linisters themselves rreet no more than three
tines a year at council meetings, which is scarcely sufficient fbr the
developrent of new ideae, and the Comnissioner does not have sufficient
opportunity to exchange views with the governrnents on Ehese rare occasions.
your corilnittee therefore endorses the proposal that a 'hot line' should be
inetalled between the relevant Commissioner and the TransPort Ministers.
More frequent visits to the capitals would atso help the Commissioner in
his endeavours to keep the talks going at Political Ievel. AlEhough the
general lack of time from which politicians suffer is likely to create a
number of organizational difficulties and although the Commissioner must
ensure in making such contacts that he maintains a strict balance among
the varioue libmber States, closer contact might neuertheless make for
greater Progress.
3. Cooperation between the Commission and Parliament
178. The cooperation between the Commission and Parliament can be described
as eatisfactory. The Commissioner responsible for transPort or senior
officials in tris directorate-general always attend the neetings of the
Committee on Regional Po1icy, Regional Planning and TransPort at which
transport questions are discussed. Wherever possible, the Commission has
aleo adopted amendrents to its proposals put forward by Parliament. pursuant
to the second paragraph of Article L49 of the EEC Treaty. Parliament's
serviceg are in constant and close touch with the Commission's services.
One improvement that might be made would be for the Commission to take
greater care to ensure that it informs Parliament - or at least its cornnittee
reeponsible - of new develoPments before it informs the press.
4- Coooeration between Parliament and the Council
179. Aa regards cooperation between Parliament and the Corrncil it must
unfortunately be said that as a general rule the Council takes too little
notice of the EurolEan Parliament's opinions. Although the Council has in
recent years very generously made a custom of always consulting Parlianent
on transport matters even where consultation is not stipulated in the Treaty,
thia generosity on the formal side has unfortunately not been accompanied by
the satrE degree of care in taking account of the contents of Parliament's
opinions. ft is an open secret that it. is very difficult in the Permanent
Representatives' t.ransport working party to direct attention to Parliament's
opinions, and it is an equally open secret that even at Council meetings
frequently no more is done than formally establish whether Parliarnent hae
delivered an opinion without the text of this opinion actually being auailable
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in the conference room. Although this also applied to other fields, it
would be a scandal if the Council of Transport Ministers regularly negotiated
without taking account of Parliament's opinion.
L80. In this regard your committee would like to make a proposal, whose
feasibitity should be established by t,he bodies responsible for
institutional questions. This proposal can be seen as a compromise compared
with thoee aimed at opening Council meetings to the public (because they are
ncetinge of the Community'e legislative organ).
181. The European Parliament's rapporteurs for the relevant items on the :
agenda or the chairman of t,he appropriate committee should be present at al-l
Council meetings and take part in the negotiations in an advisory capacityt
Their specific task would be to present and explain Parliament's opinion to
the Council. It cannot be objected that this would unreasonably prolong
and complicate Councit meetings: the present ten representatives (nine
Member States plus Commission) would be joined by only one other rePresentative.
Moreover, a constitutional situation laid down by the Treaty would be restbred
in that there would be an assurance that the Council was taking account of
Parliament's decisions. Nor could the proposal be opposed on the grounds that
it would make excessive demands on the time available to European parlia-
mentariane: after direct elections, when most of them witl no longer have a
dual mandate, Members should be capable of performing t,his function. Finally,
the objection that participation by Ivlembers of Parliament in Council meetipgs
would blur the line drawn between the powers of the two institutions is not
valid: for one thing, Parliament's representative would act only in an
advisory ca;ncity and for another, the construction of the Community institutiong
is such that the Council and Parliament together form the legislative.
182. .rust as Parliament should be represented at the political level in the
Council, an official of Parliament should attend meetings of the Permanent,
Represent,atives' transport working party (and other meetings of the Permanent
Representatives, too) to ensure that account was taken of Parlia[Ent's opinions
by presenting and, where necessary, explaining them. This official might !e
the secretary of the appropriate parliamentary committee or possibly another
officiat appointed by the Secretary-ceneral for the field concerned. (
183. This prcposal is not at variance with the proposal made by the Politica1
Affairs Committee that the conciliation procedure now used for budgetary i
questions should be extended to other important questj-ons and that in matters
of exceptional importance the Council should receiue delegations from
Parliament. It rather supplements these latter ProPosals, in that, a;nrt
- 
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from the questions of outstanding importance, it woutd improve the situation
with regard to the conduct of day-to-day business and, above a1l, it would
provide for action before the Council had taken a decision, whereas the
conciliation procedure serves to amend Council decisions already taken.
I84. Ae regards cooperation between the Committee on Regional policy,
Regional Planning and Transport and the Council of Transport Ministere
there has been some progress in recent years: it has become the custom
for the President. of the Council of Transport l,linisters to attend one
committee meeting during his ;rriod of office to present his programme
for that period and exchange views with Parliament. This procedure
unfortunately means that each Member State in the person of its Transport
lllnbter aPPears before the parlianentary committee only once in every four
and a half years. It is also extremely unlikely that a Minister wiII appear
before the committee more than once, unless he should remain in office for
four and a half yeare. Before the enlargement of the Community the Transport
Committee used therefore to send a delegation t,o all the capitals whenever
an important matter arose to hold talks with the then six ministers. The
intention was to get the transport poricy moving again 
- stirr a topical
question.
185. ft has also been proposed that the Council of Transport Ministers should
receive a delegation from Parliament at one of its neetings in addition to
diecusring the items on its agenda. Thie proposal was, hor,rrever, rejected
by the European Parllament's Bureau, presumably so ae not to jeopardize the
negotietione then in progreaE on a new proeedure for cooperation between
Parliarent and the Council on budgetary matters. The present practice of
Council Presidents attending committee nreetings is the outcone of the
rejection of these proposals. Unfortunately the discussions held with the
TranaPort Irlinisters are usually unsatisfactory because the tlinisters do not
in faet have a political mandate to speak on behalf of their colleagues.
Consequently the dialogrue has always taken the form of the president of
the council submitting his programme 
- unofficially, of course 
- 
and then
having to listen to outspoken criticism by parliamentarians of the l-ack of
progress made in the transport policy, for which, lrowever, he does not
pergonally bear any responsibility.
5. Workinq rethods of the Council
186. It haa unfortunately becorE apparent that
the needle for the Community. In the transport
ttrah ln other fields it has been unwilling and
decisione.
the Council is the elze of
field possibly more so
frequently unable to take
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187. The l"linisters meet only on the rare occasions vrhen sufficient
Year Number of Council meetinqs (transport)
L973 I
Lg74 2 '
L975 2
1976 2
L977 3
L978 2
items on the agenda are ready for signing. But not enough items reach the
stage of being ready for signing because the Council does not give the I
Permanent Representatives Committee clear instructions as to the 
"oor"" 
tto
be' follovred by the transport policy and it does not leave this committee
enough room to negotiate. 
,
188. The Council should therefore hold detailed discussions more frequently
rather than simply acting as a signing machine. In particular, the Council
ehould neef- more often, at least four times a year. A major obstacle to
the work of the various Councils of l4inisters, and particularly the Councit
of Transport Ministers, has repeatedty proved to be the fact that each Minister
acts as Council President for only half a year. This effectively prevents
the Council presidency from carrying outits duties, especially in the second
half of the year. By mid-September, after the summer recess, when everyone
hae returned from leave, almost hatf of that presidency's period of office
has passed. Following initial discussions with the Council secretariat 
-
i.e. by mid-October 
- the Christmas holidays and the end of the year are
already in sight. Minister Chabert managed to arrange two Council meetings
ln the geccnd half of 1977 onl-y because he took the buII by the horns and
aubmitted his programme in June, i.e. before his period of office began.
189. Your committee Proposes that the period of office of the presidents of
the various Councils of Ministers should be extended to a whole year and"
kept distinct from the period of office of the European Council and of the
Council of Foreign Ivlinisters. To maintain the balance between the lrlember
States, thought might be given to staggering the presidency of the various
Councils of Ministers: for example, in the first year Belgium would have
the preeidency of the Council of Transport Ministers, Denmark the presidency
of the council of Agricultural Ministers, cermany the presidency of the
Council of Energy Ministers, etc; in the second year, Denmark would have.the
preaidency of the Council of Transport Ministers, cermany the presidency of
the Council of Agricultural Ministers, France the presidency of the Council
of Energy Ministers, etc. This wourd undoubtedly create a number of
organizational difficulties for the Council Secretariat, but this should not
be taken as a reason for rejecting the proposal.
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your committee does not accept the argument advanced against an extension
of the Council's period of office, namely that every I'lember State has its own
sq,ecial concerns that it would take more pains to further than other lvlember
States, thus creating the danger that matters of importance to the Community
ae a whole would be pushed into the background with other matters given
priority during the presidency of the Dlember State in question. Your
cqnnrittee feels that it would be the Commission's job to remind the Council
presidency of its constitutional obligations, whi-ch do not allow it to advance
ite orrn special concerns at the expense of the Community's interests. Indeed,
your colnmittee has the impression that the opposite is more like1y to be the
caae. Progress is often made in the Ccnununity only when a Commission proposal
seems to favour one of the Member States, with the result that this Member
State, partieularly if it happens to hold the presidency, will spare no effort
to get it implemented. Itre Conuniasion could therefore argue that the Ivlember
Statee ehould get their turne at the presidency more quickly so that their
eriergies could be unleashed more often on the furtherance of the various
proposals.
190. To counter all these speculative argurents, it should be firmly stated
ogce and for all that the Member State that holds the presidency should be
ag honest and impartial managing director on behalf of all the other Member
Statee and that it ie not entitled to feather its own nest during its
presidency.
It is also conceivable, of course, that by way of compromise or a first
ex;rrimental step the presidency of the various Councils of lt{inisters might
be extended to nine monthe, thus averting in particular the unfortunate
lmbalance between the first and second half of the year.
Workinq methode of the Permanent Repreeentatives' transport
workinq party
19I. That the most important body - where planning and decision-making in
the Community are concerned - should be the Permanent. Representatives
Committee, or more precisely it,s transport working party, runs counter to
the intentions of tshe authors of the EEC Treaty. The Council delegates to
th-is body all matters on whieh it cannot reach a decision at its few nreetings.
14 many cases today this body has assumed drafting functions, for which the
Co.mmiseion is in fact responsible. Moreover, there is no public or
Pa(rliaflEntary control over this group of officials, which works in complete
anonymlty. Although repreaentatives of the Commiesion are present at all
me-€tlngt, Lhey muat tread very warily and are not cntitred to vote. rn
addltlon, the fi-ransport working party suffers, on the one hand, from an
ercegsive workload, eince it is alleated tasks which should in fact be per-
formed by the Conunission: on the other hand, the officials forming the
working party are usuarly left far too rittre room for manoeuvre in
negotiations. As a result, it only shows its fuII strength when saying no
6.
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and when pulling Commission proposals to pieces and rejecting them.
192. Your committee therefore proPoses the following: firstly, the
Permanent Representatives' transport working party should receive clear
instructions from the Council of l"linisters as part of an overall approach;
secondly, it should be given greater freedom in negotiating; thirdly, it
should meet more frequently; fourthly, it should be subdivided into several
groupg so that work can continue on several guestions at the same time:
appropriately there would be a separate committee for sea transport and
porte and another for air transport; thought might also be given to the
aetting up of separate committees for tax and infrastructure problems and
for trancport safety. Fifthty, as stated above, all nreetings of the
Permanent Representatives' transport working party should be attended by an
official of Par1ianent, who could explain Parliament's resolutions and
inform the chairman of the appropriate parliarentarl' committee of the state
of work in the Council of l{inisters.
193. It has been asked whether there is not a contradiction between asking
the Council of Ministers to give clearer instructions to its working parties
and, on the other hand, to give them greater freedom in negotiating.
L94. Your committee does not feel that there is any such contradiction.
At present the working parties have to deal with unrelated dossiers and are
given no grridelines as to how they should seek solutions to the problems,
only the instruction - each one from its ovrn Minister '- to see what can be
done with the dossier that will not call for excessive changes at hore in
the national traneport policy. This method can onll' be described as thaL of
the lowest common denominator or that of least resistance. It restricts
freedom to negotiate enormously, in the sense that the rePresentatives of
the Member States are instructed to propose only such decisions as will not
upeet the general line of their transport policies.
195. Until such time as the Community has decided where exactly it is going
in this matter, the argument on basic principles will be fanned into flame
afresh every time any smallest detail has to be disctrssed, apart from some
insignificant matters that are not really part of Lhe fabric of the general
common transport policy, and there are very few such matters:
For example, let us suppose that the l,linisters instructed their
representatives to harmonize motor vehicle taxation in such a way that it
wae the sarre in alt the Member States and Lo use taxes on oil to cancel
out the difference between infrastructure costs in the various Member States.
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If they were then given a free hand to negotiate the nethods and details
of tax harmonization on the basis of the Commission proposals, we would
aoon get over the preaent deadlock, where the tax assessment criteria
are etill being discussed.
7. Workinq Eethods of Parliament
196. Direct elections will probably be followed by an increase in the
number of parliarentary committees. when the time comes, it would be
advieable to re-form the old Transport Committee. Although the inclusion
of regional policy and transport policy in the terms of reference of one
committee has on the whole proved successful and rnay also be expedient in
view of the connection between the two, it has become apparent that the
majority of the committee's members are interested either in transport
'poficy or in regional policy and only a minority is realty active in both
fields.
197. The Commission has indicated that it also would welcome the restoration
of a special Transport Committee in the European Parliarrent. There would
then have to be such close internal coordination between this committee and
the Regional Policy Committee that proper attention would be given to the
manifold relatione between regional policy and transport policy. However,
thle givee rise to no special difficulties.
198. The part,ies repreeented in the European Parliarrent and Parliament's
political groups should ensure that all the l,tember States and all the
party groupings are represented by parliamentary transport experts, since
Parliasent's work suffers if too few Members are active in transport policy
and if they are chosen haphazardly from countries and political groups.
199. As has already been said, transport policy is at present a field that
is rather lacking in'glamour'. But this must not be allowed to result in
either the Commission or Parliament neglecting this vital area of European
policy. Al.1 those in responsible positions should resist any such attitude.
Workinq methods of the Economic and Social Committee
200. For ptrely practical reasons it has become the custom in recent years
for Parliament 
-q! to await the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
before delivering its own opinion. If it did so, the delay between con-
gultation by the Council of the ESC and Parl-iament and publication of the
rtwo opiniong would simply be dor:b1ed, assuming the two bodi,es each reguired
the game amount of time for their work. Such a delay would in most cases be
unacceptable.
llhe work of the Economic and Seial Committee 
- 
like that of Parliament 
-
Lae in the last few years, or in fact from the outset, suffered frqn the lack
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of transport extrErts among its highly qualified econontic experts. When
the rembers of this body are being appointed, care should be taken to
enaure that the important area of transport is not overlooked, and that
the nembere of the Section for lYansport and Communications should really
be experte in the traneport fietd.
It night alao be appropriate to conEider the proposal that members of the
ESC ehould be able to send substitutes, as this would make it possible for
highly qualified experts to attend its meetings for specif,ic items on the
agenda.
9. The possibility of institutinq proceedinqs before the Court of Justice
,
201. The Court of Justice of the European Comnrunities has already played
a major role in transport poliey. Examples of its activities are the
important caaes concerning the exceptional tariffs within the framework of,
the ECSC, thc caees'concerning road transport tariffs in the ECSC and those
conc€rning Saar tariffa and the freedom of movement of aeamen. But the
noet famoue example ig the first and so far only case in which two
lnstltutlons of the Conununity, the Conunisslon and the Councll, have faced
each other, the point at issue belng the AETR (agreement on social guestions
in road transport). The judgment handed down by the Court of Justice on
the question of the laying-up fund for inland water*ray vesEels is also very
important.
2O2. In all these cases the Court of Justice has proved to be the most
unyielding of the Community's institutlons, and in several of the caaes
referred to above it has not restricted itself to deciding on the legal (
queetione at hand, but gone on to interpret Treat,y legislation to such an
extent that the other inEtitutions, Council and Commission, have also been
given guidelines not only on the specific case but also on what generally
eonstitutee Eurogrean policy that is compatible with the Treat,ies. A large
number of lilembers cf Ehe European Parliament might well therefore use thd
authority of the Court of Justice to establish whether the Council's
failure to act in the field of transport policy is in conflict with the 
:Treaties. It has been suggested that proceedings shouid be instituted by
Parlianent against the Council for failure to act on the basis of Article L75
of the EEC Treatyl.
203. The motion for a resolution was referred to the Committee on Regionatl
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport as the committee responsible and
to the Iegal Affairs Committee and the Political Affairs Committee for
their opinions.
lDo".2Oz/76
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204. On behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee l,1r Riz has drawn up an
excellent legal cpinion, which is annexed to this report. fn the Political
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, holrrever, the general view is that it would be politically
inopportune for Parliament to institute proceedings against the Council
while the arguments about direct elections to ParliarnenE continue.
2O5. It was therefore decided to propose t,hat a new own-initiative r.nora
on the bases of the transport policy should be drawn up rather than
institute such proceedings; hence the present report.
206. This should not, however, be taken to mean that the possibility of
Parlianent instituting proceedings against the Council has been completely
excluded. On the contrary, it is conceivable that the directly elected
Parliament will take such action if no further progress worthy of note
has been made with the transport policy by that tine.
2O7 \ IE should also be pointed out that the remarkabte activity of the
Cou4cil in L977 (three meetings, with twice as riiany legaI acts adopted as
the,average for other years) might partry be due to the fact that the
council is impressed by the possibility of parliament's instituting
proqeedings for failure to act.
208. The most intportant conclusion to be drawn from the Legal Affairs
Committee's opinion is that Parliament has the power under Article 175
of the EEC Treaty to bring an action against the Council for failure to
act.
2O9. In practical terms, the procedure for bringing such an action before
the Court of Justice would be as follows:
The Connnittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport would
submit to ParliarEnt, with the opinions of the Political Affairs Committee
and the Legal Affairs Committee, a motion for a resolution calling on the
Council to take action in the field of transport policy. 'parliament would
then have to adopt this motion for a resolution, and the presj_dent of
Parl{ament would have to forward it to the Council. The Council would then
have' two months to answer. rf it did not answer or if its answer wag
unsatisfactory, Parlianrent could institute proceedings within two months.
The shortness of the period within which it may bring an action would create
procedural difficutties for parliament. rt can scarcely complete its
normar procedure within two months. Mr Riz,s opinion, howeuer, proposres
a aolution to this problem, which your committee endorses: when calling
on the Couneil to take action, i.e. in the sare resolution, parliament miqht
aet up a epecial committee composed of members of the Committee on Regionat
Policy, Regionar pranning and Transport, the Legal Affairs committee and
the PoIit,ical Affairs Committee, with the President of parliament as its
chairman. This committee wourd examine the council's reply and if it
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apPeared unsatisfactory, draw up a motion for a resolution containing
the decision to institute proceedings and submit it to parliament. If
Parlianent adopted this motion for a resolution, the president would
bring an action before the Court of Justice.
210. one objection that has been raised to this procecure is that ghe
tranoport policy is not helped a great deal if the court of Just,ice
e8tablishes that the council has, in infringenent of the Treaty, failed
to act. There is no way of forcing the councir to take action: the
whole process would therefore have onty a moral effect. rn repry to
this objection, however, it should be said thaL this moral effect must
not be underestimated and that moreover a side-effect of the proceedings
might be the following important developnent: the Council woutd almost'
certainly offer the defence in its reply and later in the proceedings
before the Court of Justice that it had by no nEans been inactive. rts
Representatives committee had even been in permanent session. But
unfortunately politicat differences of opinion had prevented unanimity
from being achieued. This would give the Court. of Justice an opportunity
of interpreting the provieions of the Treaty regarding unanimity of
declaione on the transport sector pureuanL to Articre 75(3). rn arl
probability the court of Justice would state when provisions concern the
'principlee of the regulatory system for transport, and when it courd be
claired that the application of such provision had a ,serious effect on
the standard of living and on emproyment in certain areas, or ,on the
operation of transport facirities' , thus establisning a right of veto.
It would further state to what extent taking into account ,the need for
adaptation to the economic development which will result from establishing
the common market' limits the possibility of exercising the right of veto.
The court of Justice might also have an opportunity of discussing the
Luxembourg disagreement of 1965. A side-effect of such an action, which
wourd affect far more than transport questions, would consist in the
Court of Justice declaring, for example, that the rule concerning unanimity
in the Council was in infringenent of the Treaty.
:
211. Your committee endorses the various procedural proposals put fonrard
by the regal Affairs committee in the opinion drawn up by Mr Riz.
2L2. Yout committee ProPoses, hor,vever, that an action should not be brought
at Present, but that immediately after direct elections to the European
Parliarrcnt the counciils activities in the transport sector should be
re-examined with a view to bringing an action for faiture to act. By that
time it wiII aLso be apparent whether the sudden increase in Council
actiuities at the end of L977 has cont,inued and the considerable backlog
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as regards transPort policy has been eliminated, or' whether the Council
has returned to its lethargy after this fairly large number of hurried
smitt steps.
10. Summarv of the proposals
213. To summarizer ]rour committee proposes the following:
- The sta.ff of the Commission's Directorate-General for Transport
ihould be increased.
I 
- The Commission should take more collective action on tranaport questions.
- There should be trrermanent contacts between the Commissioner responsible
for tranepo:t questions and the Transport Ministers outside Council
reetings ('hot line, ) .
- When new political developments occur, the Commission should take
gEeater care than hitherto to ensure that Parliarent is infor[Ed before
the press.
- The Council should take a more careful note of Parliament's opinions.
Ib this end, Parliament's rapporteur or committee chairman should
present and explain such opinions at Council neetings.
- An official of Parlianent appointed by the Secretary-ceneral should
present and explain Parliament's opinions to the transport working
party of the permanent Representatives Conrnittee.
- The Council of Transport Ministers should neet more frequently, at
least four tinres a year.
- The Permanent Representatives committee (transport working party) should
be given clear directives within the franework of an overall approach
and allowed greater freedom of negotiation.
- The period of office of the President of the Council of Transport
Ministers (and of the other Councils) should be extended to a full year.
- Drafting should not be assigned to the transport working party of the
Permanent RePresentatives Conunittee, but left to the Conunission.
- The council shourd not meet onry when there are texts ready for signaturebut also, at the Commission,s reguest, in order to take decj-sions laying
down general guidelines.
- the councit should extend the infrastructure of its oh,n secretariat in thetransport Eector to ensure that no bottrenecks develop.
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The Permanent Representatives work on transport policy should be
perforred more rapidly in several specialist groups (e.g. for (a)
sea transport, (b) ports, (c) air transport, (d) transport taxes
and infrastructure costs, (el transport safety, etc. ).
After direct elections a separate Transport Conunittee should be set
up again.
The appropriate bodiee of the parties, poritiear groups and governrentg
ehould enaure that a sufficient number of politicians versed in traneport,
mattere or, as appropriate, transport specialiets are Membera of the
European Parllament and the Economic and social committee.
The European Parliarent should reserve the right to institute
proceedinge against the council for failure to act in the transport
aector (and possibly other sectors) on the basie of Articre r75.
214. All these propoeals have been derived and developed in particular
from an observation of the conmunity,e work on transport policy. They
ghould, where necessary, be discussed in greater detair by the bodies
of Parliament concerned with inetitutional queetions. some of the
propoears would resurt in a considerable change in the day-to-day work
of various of the Community's bodies and thus nreet with resistence.
since, hourever, the community has proved to be more or less incapabre of
action in the transport sector, or at least incapable of taking decisiona
on the most important questions, no one can expect proposals for improving
the gituation to be purely cosmetic.
215. The proposals made here do, however, have the advantage as regards
implerentation that they can arl be put into practice on the basis of
existing legistation and without amendments to the Treaty.
2L6. rn the motion for a resolution contained in thie report your
committee suggests that eqne institutional propoaals concerning transport
Ehould be adopted immediately and that the other proposals are initially
meant only as background materiaL for the Po1itical Affairs Comnittee,
the fegal Affaira cosnmittee and the Committee on the RuIeE of preedure
and Petitione, which will doubtless in the near future draw up comprehen-
eive reports dealing with these questions.
- 
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A}INE;K
MoTroN FoR A REsoLUTIoN (De. 202/76)
tabled by I4r Mursch, I"Ir Albers, Mr De1motte, Mr FrUh,
Mr Gerlach, Mr Giraud, Mr van der Gun, Iilr Hamilton,
Mr Klepsch, It[r McDonald, l'Ir Knud Nielsen, Mr NoB, !'lr Nyborg,
Mr Schw6rer, llr Seefeld and I'lr Vandewiele
on action against the Council of the European Corununities
because of the latter's failure to act on the conmon tranEPort
policy
Tlhe European Parliament
Instructs its Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport, its Political Affairs
Corunittee and its Legal Affairs Committee to take,
on behatf of the Parliament, the steps reguired to
bring an aetion before the Court of Justice under
Article 175 of the EEc Treaty, against the Council of
the European Cofiu[unit,ies, because of the latter's
failure to act in reepect of the implementation of
Article 75 of the EEC Treaty concerning a common
transport policY
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OPINION OF IIIE LEGAL AFFAIRS COUMITTEE
on a poasible action brought by the European Parliament before the Court
of Justice of the European Communities against the Council for its failure
to act in respect of measures in the field of the common transport policy
(see the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Mursch and others (Doc.2o2/75)l
Draftsman: l,1r R. Riz
At it.s meeting of 20 and 21 September l-976 the Legal Affairs Committee
appointed lr1r vernaschi draftsman of the opinion.
As Mr Vernaschi subsequently left the Legal Affairs Committee, a nelv
drafteman, Mr Riz, was appointed by the committee at its meeting of 25 and
25 November.
At its meeting of 20 January L977 t'he committee considered the draft
opLnion and adopted it by nine votes to one, with four abstentions.
Present: Sir Derek Walker-Smith, chairman; Mr Jozeau-Marign6, vice-
chairman; I,!r Riz, vice-chainnan and draftsman of the opinion; Lord Ardwick,
Mr Berkhouwer (deputizing for !!r Pianta), Mr Bouquerel, It{r Broeksz,
llr De Keersmaeker, Mr Lautenschlager, Lord Murray of Gravesend, l,tr Mursch
(deputizing for lilr Poher), ltlr Scelba, ltlr Shaw and !4r Wa1khoff.
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r. TNTRODUCTToJ
l.ftlecourtofJusticeoftheEuroPeanCommunitieswouldnotbeableto
dischargefullythetasklaiduponitbytheEECTreatyofensuringcompli-
ancewithCommunitylawifitspowergwererestrictedtotherevierrofthe
legalityoftheinstitutions,acts.ByArticlaLT5oftheTreatyitisalso
calledupontopronounceoninstancesoffailuretcractbythecounciland
theCommiEsion.lltre@urtisthusassignedvirtuallyafunctionofstimulus,
whichismoderatedbythefactthatitsjudgmentsaremerelydeclaratory:
the court confines itserf to establishing the lack of action on the 
part of
theinstitutionatfault,leavingtothelatterthechoiceoftlrenecessary
meaaurea to comply with the judgnent of the @urt, according to Article 176
of the EEC TteatY'
2.BlrtheprovisionsofArticlelT5,proceedingeforfailuretoactbythe
Councll or the Commission can be brought before the @urt blr:
-communityinstitutionsorMemberstates(firstandgecondparagraphof
Article 175);
- 
Any natural or legal person (third paragraph of Article 175) '
whereas the institution of proceedings by natural- or legal persons is
governedbyverystrictconditions,neithertheinstltutionsnortheMember
statesarerequiredtoProveaninterestinordertoact:actionsbythem
are,infact,regardedasbeingbroughtintheinterestofthedevclopmentof
community law. Etris distinction is fundamental in the interpretation 
of
existingjurisprudenceonactionsagainstfailuretoact:actually,nosuch
proceedingshaveeverbeenbroughtbyaConmunitlrinatitutionoraMember
State(firetandeecondparagrapheofArtlcleLTs),butonlybyindividualE
(third ParagraPh of Article 175) '
3.Infact,onZ4NovemberlgT5thePresidentoftheEuropeanParliament
compleLedthepreliminaryEtagetoproceedingeforfailuretoactagainst
the council by calling^ upon it to act in connection with the propoaal from
the comnission for a sixth Directive on the harmonization ofrthe J-egislations
of the llember States concerning turnover tances' In his reply" the President
oftheCounciletressedthedifficultiesoftheproblem,acknowledgedite
urgencyandundertooktoincludeitontheagendaofaforthcoming@uncil
meeting.TheenlargedBureauoftheEuropeanParliamenttooknoteofthe
Council'e reply and no proceedings were instituted'
--
' S". ann€x to PE 43 '22L2 pv rtz.2|e/wJR of 19 December 1975
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lleanwhile the President of the European Parliament had asked the Legal
Affaire Committee to examine certain problems relatittg to proceedings for
failure to act; at its r.eeting of 19 October 1976 the Legal Affairs Committee
adopted a draft opinion for the enlarged Bureau by Mr rTozeau-Marign6 (see
PE 44.639/fln.) .
4. At the origin of the present eonsultation of the Legal Affairs Committee
liee the motion for a resolution- tabled by !4r Mursch and othera on an action
agaJ.net the council of the European comnunities because of the latter's
failure to act on the common traneport policy. Pursuant to the provisione
of Rule 25 of Parliament'e Rulee of Procedure, this motion for a resolution
was referrsd to the appropriate committees. It ehould be noted here that
Parliament will not be voting on thie motion for a resolution, but on one
which wllI be included in the report from the Conmitt€e on Regional Poliql,
Regional Planning and Tranaport.
5. Our taek here is to asaeas the poesibility, the forms, and, insofar aE
we ar€ competent, the advieability of Parliament's bringing proceedinge
against the Council for failure to act. lltre subject of our opinion must be
clearly demarcated, on the one hand, from the work of the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport and of the Political Affaire Committee
and, on the other, from the content of Mr Jozeau-Marign6's opinion.
Neverthcless, in what follows, some of the argumente contained in
Mr.Iozcau-Marign6'a opinion will be guoted and enlargcd upon - principally
becauee of the different publicity given to documents addreeeed to the
enlarged Bureau and to thoee debated by Parliament in p1enary sitting.
In any event, we could hardly disregard the conclusions which were un-
animouely adopted by the Legal Affaire Committee on 19 October 19752 and
which must be taken ae a starting point for our analysis.
II. OBSERVATIONS OF A LFGAL NATURE
A. Parliament's riqht to brinq an action
6, Etre firet paragraph of Article 175 Etates:
'Should the CounciL or the Commission, in infringement of thie Treaty, fail
to act, the l4ember States and the other institutions of the Community nay
bring an action before the Court of Justice to have the infringement esta-
bllshed.'
Doc.202/76
See PE 44.639/f.Ln. point 25.
1
2
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7.
to
It, shouLd first be noted that the term 'other institutione' is intended
to denote both the Council and the Commission but obviously excludes which-
ever of the two is bringing ttre action-
parliaroent's right to bring an action unarnbiguously derivee from the
combined provieions of Article 175 and of Article 4 of the Treaty which
6numerates the Community'e inetitutionsr the Assembly, the @uncll, the
Commisgion and the Court of .7uetice. Apart from the Court of ,fustice, which
could not bring an action against iteelf, the Cormrunity institutione en-
tttled to brlng an action for failure to act are, the Council, the Comniesion
and the European Parliament.
No broad interpretation of Article 175 is therefore needed to aseert
the European Parliament's right to bring an action.
NeverthelesE, in doctrinal debate, various arguments have been propounded
deny Parliament this right.
Some of these objections are based on the principle of the separation
of powers which is observed more or lees strictly in all the llember States.
Obviouoly, however, the separation of powers in the lega1 systems of
the Member States cannot be auch as to deny Parliament a measure of control
over the activities of the executive (through votes of confidence, the tabling
of queetions, etc.).
Secondly, it has been argued that the European Parlianent cannot bring
an action before the Court of Justice on the analogy of the constitutional
systems of the Member Statea, since these aystems do not allovr the parliamen-
tary body to institute legal proceedings against the executive by reaeon of
ite actiona or failure to act.
However, the Community's legal syetem contains some characteristics not
found in the lega1 syatems of the States. In fact, the EuroPean Parliament,
which is a parliamentary inetitution in its composition and procedure,
exercises powers of an advisory and consultative naturel.
Since, in the Community system, the decision-making body is not accountable
to Parliament, Community legislation has sought to comPensate for this
weakness in the system by securing for Parliament the right to bring an action
against the Council for failure to act.
8. Another objection frequently advanced draws an analogy between Proceedings
for failure to act (Afticle 175) and proceedings for annulment (Article I73):
from the fact that the European Parliament is not empowered to bring an action
for the annulment of an act actually performed by the Council or the
Commiesion, it is argued that it is also incapable of bringing Proceedings
for failure to act by one of these institutions.
1 
,". PE 44.63g/fin. point 10.
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9.
Itris objection appears equally unfounded. Ttre EuroPean Parliament cannot
take proceedings for the annulment of a Community measure, because, in its
coneultative function, it has taken part in the enactment of the measure.
But the right of recourse against failure to act has been instituted as a
1e9ra1 remedy against inaction and its aim is to obtain a declaration by the
Court that an institution should have acted and did not do so: clearly, it
iE therefore correct for Parliament to have been given the right to bring
proceedings for failure to act.
In our opinion the evidence of the texts is irrefutablel
At all event6, it seems beyond doubt that only the Court can finally
resolve the issue by pronouncing on the admissibility of an action for
failure to act brought by the EuroPean Parliament. Ihis is why it is
important that Parliament should bring such proceedings.
IO. The European Parliament's right to bring an action having been esta-
blighed, the question arises whether it may bring such an action only to up-
hold its own rl,ghts or also to obtain a declaration of failure to act con-
trary to the Treaty in reepect of any measure by the Council or the Commiesion.
Referrlng to what hae already been etated above (see Point 2) on the differ-
ence between proceedings brought by an individual (paragraph 3 of Article 175)
who muet Prove an interest to bring the action, and proceedings brought by
institutions or I{ember States, it must be emphasized that any action brought
by the European Parliament would be in the interest of the law2; the object
of the proceedings brought by Parliament would in no way be different from
that of proceedings brought by another institution or by a Member Stat€-
B. The 'calI to act'; procedural considerations
11. Ttre preliminary stage to the proceedings proPer begins with the call to
act (Article 175, second paragraph), which is essentially a formal aummons
by the institution intending to bring proceedings against the institution
which, in the former'e opinion, has failed to act. As can be seen from the
second paragraph of Article 19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice of
Ttre text of Articte 175 is perfectly cleari however, a comparison
also be made between the wording of this text and that of Article(proceedings for annulment), which does not provide for an action
brought by the EuroPean Parliament
See PE 44.649/fln. Point 5.
ehould
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to be
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Economic Communityl, this is a necessary condition for the subsequent
bringing of a legal action.
In the caee of the European Parliament, the questiol must be settled
which of its organs may ProPer1y issue a call to act to the @uncil in
regpect of the latter's failure to act in the field of common transport
poliry. Whereag, on the one hand, by Rule 53 of the Rules of Procedure,
parliament iB represented by its President in legal r,attgrs2, consideration
mugt, on the other hand, be given to the nature of a cali to act as the
expression of a resolve initiating a train of events whiGh may lead to the
bringing of proceedings for failure to act. ltre Legal affairs Committee is
of the opinion that an act of such political importance vlould have to be
an expreasion of Parliament's will in plenary sitting. Silnce the normal
mode of expression of Parliament's will is the reeolution, Ire must conclude
that the call to act would have to be contained in the m{tion for a
r€solution included in the report by the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regionat Planning and Transport and voted by Parlianent. lltris would eliminate
a poeeible cause of inadmissibility on grounds of infringement of an
eesent,ial procedural requirement3.
L2. Ttre eubject of the call to act should be formulated with great care
and precision, since the Court of Justice has ruled inadmiselble an action
which puts forvrard a new claim and ie based on a different legaI ground4.
13. We have also considered the question of whether there may be a time
limit on issuing the call to act: can proceedings stiIl be instituted if
the infringement of the Treaty hae existcd for eome time?
It is true that the Court has extended the principle of 'a reasonable
time limit'5, which it regularly applies in proceedings for annulment, to
a few cases of failure to act brought by private individuals. ft must,
however, be assumed that in an action brought by the European Parlianent
1^ Ttre second paragraph of Article 19 of the Statute of the Court of Justice
of the European Community states:
'1ltre application shall- be accompanied, where appropriate, bryz the measure
the annulment of which is sought or, in the circumstances referred to in
Article 175 of this Treaty, by documentary evidence of the date on which
an institution was, in accordance with that Artic1e, reguested to act.
If the documents are not submitted with the application, the Regtistrar shall
ask the party concerned to produce them within a reasonable period, but in
that event the rights of the party ehall not lapse even if such documentE
are produced after the time limit for bringing proceedings.'
Rulc 53 of the Rules of Procedure of the European Parlianrent atates:
'Parl-lamont shall l>o repreaented in international ralatlons, on cargmonial
occaolone, and in adminiatraLlv€, legal or fl-nanclal matters by the Prcsldcnt,
who may delegate his powere'
See PE 44.639/fLn, point 19
Joined Caaes 41 and 50/59, (1960) ECR (to be published)(Cause riunite 4L e 50/59, Raccolta della Corte, Vol. Vf, p.985)
See PE 44.639/fin, point 19(i)
3
4
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against the Council for its failure to issue rules for the common transPort
policy, the Court will not apply this principle, giving preference to the
consideration of general interest in the developmenb of Community law.
Besides, it would not seem that injunctions such as those contained in
Article 75 coul<i be coneidered as having lapsed.
L4. Another question raised in lilr Jozeau-tlarign6's opinion for the enlarged
Bureau is that of the possible renewal of the calt to a"tl. Ttre Legal Affairs
Committee agrees with Mr Jozeau-Marign6's conclusion that particularly in
deference to the principle of legaI certainty, it is doubtful- whether the
Court will adrnit that a repetition of the call to act extends the time limit
lerid down inthe second paragraph of Article 175.
C. Ihe subiect of proceedinqs : criteria
15. Acts in raopect of which an institution can be charged with unlawful
failure to act must meet certain criteria.
In the first place, these must be clear and definite acts. Ttre Council
could not be, for instance, requeeted to act to implement the cornmon transport
policy as a whole; the legal provisions whose adoption is required must be
specified.
Secondly, the obligation under the Treaty to effect the act in qtrestion
must be uncondit.ional .
Moreover, for the execution of the Treaty provision from which the
obligation to act derives, there must be required further implementing
meaaures to be put into effect b1z the Community inst-i-tution whose failure
to act is contested; were it otherwise, the provision of the Treaty on which
the action is based would be one having direct effecl2. In that case' it would
create, in respect of individuals, rights which would be upheld by national
courts; the importance of an action for failure to act aiming to elicit
Community norms would thus be considerably reduced. It would not seem,
however, that the argument of the direct effect of Article 75 of the EEC
Treaty could be seriously maintained.
I Poinr 19(ii)
2 Direct effect attaches to the provisions of regulations (see Article L89 of
the EEC Treaty) and, according to the Court's jurisprudence, the provisions
of the Treaty and also thoee of directives or decisions which:
- 
are of a clear and unequivocal nature;
- are aubject to no conditions;
- require no further implementing measures either on the part of a l[emberState or of a Community institution;
- 
involve no diseretionary powers in their implementation.
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16. In this connection the question arises whether the obligation upon the
Council to enact a particul-ar measure need necessarily derive from Treaty
provisions, or whether it may also arise from a binding measure adopted on
the baeiE of the Treaty (for instance, a regulation in which the Council
may undertake to adopt certain measures within a certain time). On a
llteral interpretation of the expression 'in infringement of this Treaty',
contalned in the first paragraph of Article 175, the secqrd hypothesis would
scem to be excluded.
Nevertheless, attention should be drawn to the analogy with the first
paragraph of Article 159, which statest
'If the Commission considers that a Member State has failed to fulfil an
obligation under this Treaty, it shall deliver a reasoned opinion on the
matter after giving the State concerned the opportunity to submit its ob-
Eet3ations' .
1rhe Court of Justice has always applied a broad interpretation to this
Article, including in the concept of 'this Treaty' m€alures taken in accord-
ance with the Treaty. Itre Legal Affaire Committee is therefore of the
opinion that the Court would rule admissible an action brought on the basis
of a provision of secondary legislation.
However, in view of the uncertainty on this point, and of the nature of
certain obligations imposed upon the Council by Article 75 (see footnote to
point 24), the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
ehould be recommended to base any proposed call to act which it may include
in its motion for a resolution mainly on obligations derl-ving directly from
the Treaty.
D. Tlhe 'definition of position'
L7. The second paragraph of Article 175 lays down certaln conditions as to
the admissibility of actions for failure to act:
'1ltre aetion shall be admissible only if the institution concerned has first
been called upon to act. If, within two months of being so called upon, the
institution concerned has not defined its position, the action may be brought
within a further period of two months'.
By arguing 'a contrario' from the wording of the article, it can be
deduced that a 'definit,ion of position' by the institution called upon to
act precludes proceedings for failure to act. $Ie must therefore now consider
the 'definition of position' in greater detail.
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18. In a number of cases brought, by private individuals, the Court has had
to deal with the concept of the definition of position. In particular, in
I
CaEe 48/65- the court held that a simple statement of position contained in
a lctter made the action inadmissibte. Ttre Advocate-Genera1 in his opinion2
dld not think it was necessary to answer the question whether ' a rcply which
constitutes a refusal to act as requested defines (the institution,s)
positiona', and recommended that the Court reject the plaintiff's suit on
other guounds.
fn other judgrrnents3, in cases brought, be it noted, on the basis of
the ECSC Treaty, whose provisions on recourse against failure to act are
different from those of the EEC Treaty4, the Court held that an action cannot
be made inadmissible by a reply in which the institution concerned merely
communicates its intention of examining the problem at issue. r
19. Here attention should be drawn to the fundamental distinction (see point
2 above) existing between proceedings instituted by private individuals and
those brought by an institution or a Member State. Since no proceedings of
the second type have ever been broughtbefore the Court, we cannot know with
ertainty what would be its interpretation of the concept of 'definition- of
position' in the case of a possible action brought by the European Parliament.
However, 
- 
and the doctrine is unanimous on this point 
- 
Article I75 would
be voided of all useful effect if any reply whatever from the institution
requested to act were to be regarded as a 'definition of position,.
But this is a problem which should be dealt with at a later stage, when
the 'definition of position'by the Council comes to be considered. (
1
2
3
(1966) ECR p.19 et seq.
(I965) ECR p.32
Sea Joined cases 42 and 49/59 (1951) EcR to be published(Cauea riunite 42 e 49/59. Raecolta della Corte, VoI. VII p.
I
97 et seq.)
CaEa 42/5a EcR to be publiehed(Causa 42/5A, Raccolta della corte, Vol. V, p.377)
Article 35 of the ECSC Treaty states:
'Wherever the lligh Authority is required by this Treaty, or Uy rutes laid
down for the implementation thereof, to take a declsion or make a l
recommendation and fails to fulfil this obligation, it shall be for theStates, the Council, undertakings or associations, as the case may be,
to raise the matter with the High Authority 
rIhe same shaIl apply if the High Authority, where empowered by this
Treaty, or by rules laid down for the implementation thereof, to take
adecisionormakearecommendation,abstainsfromdoingsoandsuch
abstention conEtitutesa misuse of powers. 
,
If at the end of two months, the High Authority has not taken any deciaion
or made any recommendation, proceedings may be ingtituted before the Court
wlthln one month againet the implied decision of refusaL which is to belnferred from the gilence of the High Authority of the matter.'
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E. Time llmitgl a procedural proposal
20. ,It follows from Article 175 that if Parliament shoul-d decide to bring an
actlon before the Court against the Council for failure to act, it should
firEt, in a resolution (eee point 11), call upon the Council to act; from the
day following the receipt by the Council of the call to actl begins the
two-month period at the end of which, if the Council has not defined its
position, Parliament can, within a further period of two months, start pro-
ceedings for failure to act; it is reasonable to assume that the reply from
the Council will terminate the first period and open the second.
Tf, following the call to act, the Council should fai I the define its
poeition, or if it should carry out the measures which are the subject of ttre
actibn, no particular problems would arise: these two extreme cases, however,
seem.unlikely to occur. What is more likely is that the Council will reply
to the call to act, Pointing, for instancre, to the difficulties it is
encountering in putting the measures reguested by Parliament into effect.
1'he content of such a reply should be considered and assessed by the European
Parliament whieh will then be a.ble to decide whether to start proceedings for
failhre to act. Given the political importance of bringing such an action,
the flecision can only be taken by Parliament in plenary sitting: for the
reasons adduced in point 11 we must consider that Parliament, in voting on
the motion for a resolution contained in the report from the Committee on
Regi6nal Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, must not instruct its
President to take all the further requisite measures, thereby delegating
wide discretion on such an extremely important decision to one of its internal
organs.
2L. 
, 
Conseguently, there arises the probJ-em of the obsenzance of the obligatory
two Tonth time-limit laid down in the second paragraph of Article 175. In the
ordi4ary way, what should happen is that the European Parliament, on the baais
of a report from the Committee on Regional Poliq;, Regional Planning and
Transport, which should have consulted the two committees asked for their
opinion, should adopt a resolution. But recourse to this procedure would be
extremely risky because any delay would result in the time-limit2 elapsing
and the impossibility of bringing the action. On the other hand, it is hardly
neceseary to point out that none of the shortened procedures for which our
own Rules of Procedure provide could be used for arriving at a decision of
such.importance as the one in question.
Artlcle 80 (1) of the
whtch, ae noted above
Rulee of Procedure of the Court of Justice
(seo point J.4) cannot be extended.
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22. Itre difficulty might conceivably be overcome if only the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport (or generally speaking the
committee responsible) were consulted on the Council's definition of position.
However, such a procedure is not felt to be satisfactory because the
Council's definition of position could also relate, or relate sole1y, to
matters of a legal and political nature, on which the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport would not be competent to deliver arr
opr_n1on.
23. Perhaps the best way of ensuring both speed of proceedings and
collegiality of the decision would be to set up a special committee (Rule
37 of the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament) to examine the
Co',rnci1's reply on the baeis of the existing documentary evidence and to sub-
mit a report to Parliament in plenary sitting. Ttris special committee could
be composed in equal numbers of members of the Committee on Regional Polic1z,
Regional Planning and Transport, the Legal Affairs Committee and the Political
Affairs Committee. Its chairman could be the President of the Parliament,
since it ie he who, if it was decided to start an action for failure to act,
would have to represent Parliament before the Court (Rule 53 of the Parliament's
RuleE of Procedure): it is undoubtedly important that the President, should be
involved from the start in decisions to be taken as to the possibility of
bringing the proceedings.
Ttre proposal to est,ablish the special committee would have to be con-
tained in the motion for a resolution from the Commit-tee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport and the decision would thus be tdcen by the
European Parliament simultaneously with that on the issuing of the call to
act. The special committee would meet immediately after the receipt of the
Council's 'definition of position' and would be dissolved once Parliament
had voted on the rnotion for a resolution contained in its report, or at the
explry of the period of two monthe after which proceedings for failure to act
could no longer be brought.
F. Problems relatinq to Article 75
24. Some general obsenrations on Article 75 are called for at this point.
First, by paragraph 2 of, this Article the Council is required to lay
down, before the end of the transitional period, the provisions referred to
in points (a) and (b) of paragraph. I of the Articlel; the aim of these pro-
visions is to ensure freedom to provide services in the field of transport,
to which the provisions of Articles 59 to 66 of the Treaty do not apply
because of the express derogation contained in Article 51(1).
I nI.lnly, this clause is
obllgation to achieva a
of a prescriptive nature: it impoees a precise
certain result within a mandatory time-linit
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25. Ttre phrase 'taking into account the distinctive features of transport'
contained in Article 75 (1) , cannot, because of its vaguenesa, justify the
Council's inaction.
Itre applicability of points (a) and (b) of Article 75(1) is limited to
transport by rail, road and inland waterway (Article 84(1)). Ihe effects of
other limj.tations, material and territorial, on the applicability of
Article 75(1) and (2) should also be borne in mind: see, for inEtance, the
provisions of Article 781 and ArticLe gz2 of the Treaty.
26. l[tre Legal Affairs Committee is of the opinion nevertheless, that it is
for the committee responsible to specify the exact CommisEion Proposals based
on Article 75, which the Council's failure to adopt is alleged to infrlnge the
Treaty.
III. CPNCLUSIONS
27. Ttre Legal Affairs Committee reaffirms3 it" opinion that the EuroPean
Parliament has the right to take recourse before the Court of .Tustice against
a failure to act \l the Council which it considers contrary to the Treaty!
such proceedings would be instituted in the intereEt of the development of
Community law, and to bring them Parliament need not prove its owrr Legitimate
intcrest to act (see points 6 to 1O above).
Ttre judgmcnt of the Court wouLd be of a declaratory nature (see point 1).
I.f the judgment were to establish the Council's unlawful failure to act, thig
would 1ay upon the Council an obligation 'to take the necesaary measur€a to
comply with the judgment of the court of .Tustice' (Article 175 of the TreaQr).
28. Ttre issuing of the call to act to the Conncil, which is the prelirninary
stage to proceedings for failure to act, should, in the opinion of the Legral
Affairs committee, be made by Parliament in plenary sitting, at the time of
voting the motion for a resolution contained in the relrort from the Committee
on Regional- Poliqr, Regional Planning and Transport; the request for action
should specify all those matters which are to constitute the subject of any
future proceedings for failure to act (see points 11 to t4 above).
't
- Article 78 of the EEC Treaty states:
'Any measures taken within the framerrrcrk of this Treaty in respect of
transport rates and conditions shall take account of the economic circum-
stances of carrierg.'
Artlcle 82 of the EEC Treaty states:
'Ttre provisions of this Tit1e shall not form an obstacle to the application
of measures taken in the Federal Republic of cermany to the extent that
euch measureE are required in order to compensate for the economic disadvan-
tagcs caused by the division of Germany to the economy of certain areas of
the Fcderal Republic affected by that division.'
Seo PE 44.639/fln.
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29. Ttre measure in respect of which the council is reguested to act should
be of a clear, precise and unconditional nature; the Treaty provision from
which the council's obligation to act derives shouLd be one not having direct
effect.
lltre Legal Affairs committee recormnends that the committee on Regional
PoJ-icy,RegionalPlanningandTransportbaseanycalltoactwhichitmight
include in its motion for a resolution mainly on obligations deriving directly
from Article 75 (see Points 15 and 15) '
30. Partiament's decision on its attitude to the 'definition of position' by
theCouncilshouldbetakeninplenarysitting.Toensurethis,andalsothat
thetwo.monthtimelimitlaiddowninthesecondparagraphofArticlelT5
is observed, the Legal Affairs committee suggests that the corunittee on Regional
policy, Regional Planning and Transport should include in its motion for a
resolution a proposal for the possible setting uP of a special committee with
the task of submitting to Parliament a rePort v'ithin an apPropriate time'
31. The object of the call to act and of any subsequent proceedings for
failure to act should be determined by the committes responsible'
32. In conclusion, the Legal Affairs Committee stresses the great importance
which acceptance by the court of .Iustice of an action brought by the EuroPean
parliament against the council for failure to act would have from an insti-
tulicnalpointofview.Underexistingprocedure,Parliamentexercises
effective control only over the commission. Ttris defect in the institutional
balance couLd be remedied by the action in guestion, as Parliament would
ttrereby acguire the power of control, albeit indirectly and incompletely'
over the @uncil in cases where it failed to act'
IV. MINORITIf OPINION
33. some members were against the draft opinion, contesting Parliament's
rlght to bring an action for failure to act, and denying that the requirements
for lnstituting such an action had been met and that it was politically
desirable.
34. other members did not see the need to set up a special committee, jointly
composed of members of the committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, the Politl-cal Affairs conmittee and the Legal Affairs coruflittee'
to examine the Council's definition of position. Ttris task, they felt' should
be carried out by the legal Affairs Committee alone'
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